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Have you paid your
2014/15 Subscription?
FISTS was founded in 1987 by the late George “Geo” Longden, G3ZQS

Club Goals
· Further the use of CW
· Encourage newcomers to use Morse code
· Engender friendships among members
Website: www.fists.co.uk

“Accuracy transcends speed,
courtesy at all times.”
“When you’ve worked a FISTS,
you’ve worked a friend.”
Email: keynote@fists.co.uk

Centre of Activity Frequencies: 1.818, 3.558, 7.028, 10.118/128, 14.058, 18.085, 21.058,
24.908, 28.058, 50.058 from August 2014, 70.158, and 144.058.

Mr J Melvin
2 Salters Court, Gosforth
Newcastle upon Tyne
NE3 5BH

Web: www.g3liv.co.uk
Email: johnny.g3liv@gmail.com
Tel: 0191 2843028

CableTidy for Vibroplex keys

This is a series of 4 PC Boards and
cables to greatly simplify and tidy
up the cable connections of the
shown VIBROPLEX keys.
The cables are 1 metre long and are
terminated in a standard metal 6.4
mm stereo plug as found on most
rigs. A 3.5 mm stereo plug cable
can be supplied if REQUESTED.
The boards are double sided plated
through and Silver plated.
Red in colour to match the Vibroplex red paddle keys however there is now a BLACK
version for the VIBROPLEX ORIGINAL BUG models. The Rig cable is screened and flexible.
Universal, GHD (2 models), Lionel J-36, K8RA Paddles, and RAF Type D
CableTidys now available.
The keys are shown for demonstration ONLY and are NOT included in the price.
You are purchasing the PC Board of choice and its Key to Rig cable.
All models inclusive of UK post costs are £20.70 or at a discount price of £18.00 for
FISTS members (please quote your callsign when ordering).

Isoterm Interfaces
USB Deluxe Dual

PSK31 Isoterm MulticonUSB

Isoterm Multimode
interface

DATA Isoterm
Traveller

This is a range of radio-computer interfaces, available with a 5% discount for FISTS
members. For further information and pricing, visit www.g3liv.co.uk
ALL products can be viewed at www.g3liv.co.uk For reviews, see
www.eham.net/reviews/detail/9689 and www.eham.net/reviews/detail/1456

Key Note is the quarterly magazine of the FISTS CW Club in Europe
FISTS, PO Box 6743, Tipton, DY4 4AU, England, UK.

Tel: 01902 338973

Please send Key Note articles, comments and distribution questions to:
Graham Smith G3ZOD Email: keynote@fists.co.uk
For feedback/help with the RAIBC audio version of Key Note, please contact:
Chris Pearson G5VZ
Email: chris@fists.co.uk
For help with subscriptions, membership and the website, please contact:
Graham Smith G3ZOD Email: members@fists.co.uk
To arrange or volunteer for Slow Morse contacts, please contact:
John Griffin M0CDL
Email: qrs@fists.co.uk
For on-air activity questions or logs, please contact the Activities Manager:
Chris Pearson G5VZ
Email: chris@fists.co.uk
For general questions, including information about rallies, please contact:
Paul Webb M0BMN
Email: paul@fists.co.uk Tel: 01902 338973
To order items or to ask questions about Club Sales, please contact:
Anne Webb
Email: sales@fists.co.uk
For questions about Awards or to apply for them, please contact:
Dennis Franklin K6DF Email: awards@fists.co.uk
4658 Capitan Drive, Fremont, CA, 94536-5448, USA
For help with the FISTSCW Yahoo News Group Forum, please contact:
Mark Waldron M0BLT Email: forum@fists.co.uk
FISTS Overseas FISTS Down Under: www.fistsdownunder.org
FISTS East Asia:
www.feacw.net
FISTS North America: www.fistsna.org

Subscriptions can be sent to FISTS, PO Box 6743, TIPTON, DY4 4AU, England, UK.
Current Members ONLY!
£6 KN via Internet £8 KN post to UK
Re-joiners and New Members ONLY!
Month of joining
Key Note
or re-joining
via Internet
Dec, Jan, Feb or Mar
£7.25
Apr or May
£6.00
Jun, Jul or Aug
£4.50
Sep, Oct or Nov
£3.00

£10 KN post to Eu

£13 KN post to DX

Please see the following table:
Key Note by Post
£9.50 UK (£12.00 Europe, £15.75 DX)
£8.00 UK (£10.00 Europe, £13.00 DX)
£6.00 UK (£7.50 Europe, £9.75 DX)
£4.00 UK (£5.00 Europe, £6.50 DX)

QSL Bureau

www.fists.co.uk/buro

Please send outgoing QSL cards and any questions to the QSL Bureau Manager:
Rob Walker M0BPT
Email: buro@fists.co.uk
FISTS, PO Box 6743, TIPTON, DY4 4AU, England, UK.
Please write FISTS and the member number of the
station you contacted at the top left of the QSL card.
The bureau can also accept cards to be sent to members of RSGB, RSARS, RAFARS, RNARS and G-QRP.
Please write the organisation name at the top left.
Incoming QSL cards for UK members: These are handled by the QSL Bureau
Sub-managers. Please send them your stamped, self-addressed envelopes:
G4
Jim Steel M0ZAK, 6 Central Avenue,
Shepshead LE12 9HP

G3
Grant Merrils G0UQF, 2 East Street,
Darfield, Barnsley S73 9RE

G1, G2, G5, G6, G7, G8
and Specials (GB, GX etc.)
John Griffin M0CDL, 35 Cottage Street,
Kingswinford DY6 7QE

G0
Bill McGill GM0DXB,
112 West Main Street, Armadale,
Bathgate, West Lothian EH48 3JB

M0, M3, M5, 2E0 etc.
Phil Hughes 2E0DPH, 111 Wisbech Road,
Littleport, Ely CB6 1JJ

Wales and SWL
Paul Webb M0BMN, 40 Links Road,
Penn, Wolverhampton WV4 5RF

Incoming QSL cards for Eu & DX members: Please send postage and not envelopes—contact Rob M0BPT (details at top of page) for more information.
Please donate used stamps
Chuck M0AVW collects used stamps for charities. When you’ve received your

QSL cards, please send the used stamps, and any others you have, to him:
Chuck M0AVW, 32 Woodford Walk, Harewood Park, THORNABY, TS17 0LT
***Please DON’T send Chuck outgoing QSL cards! If you would like an acknowledgement by email, please include a slip with your email address on
(BLOCK CAPITALS, please). Many thanks to all those who have sent stamps in.

Editorial

Graham G3ZOD, #8385

Welcome to the Winter 2013/2014 edition of Key Note.
I have some very bad news. Nancy Kott, WZ8C, FISTS #379, became a silent key
in early March. This is a sad and tragic loss for Nancy’s
family, FISTS CW Club, and the CW community in general.
Nancy joined the club in late 1988. In 1990 the FISTS North
America “chapter” was formed with Nancy at its head. She
had been running FISTS North America ever since—
24 years—including dealing with membership matters,
editing & publishing FISTS North America’s “Keynote”, and
Nancy WZ8C
representing the club at Dayton and in the US. Thank you
1955–2014
Nancy for everything; we will miss you very much.
Taking on the work that Nancy performed is no easy task, but our friends in
North America are working on this, and I’m pleased to say that Karl KB1DSB,
FISTS #6938, is taking over as FISTS North America’s President, ably assisted by
the board members. Details are still emerging, but members will be delighted to
know that all the volunteers will be continuing their excellent work, including
Dennis K6DF in his position as Awards Manager for all FISTS Chapters.
This is the first Key Note I’ve produced using a new desktop publishing
package— Serif’s PagePlus X7. Getting used to it has caused some delay, but in
future it will help reduce the time and effort needed. One nice feature is that
it’s possible to provide the PDF version with hyperlinks from one page to
another. I’d like to thank David VK3DBD/G3SCD for bringing PagePlus to my
attention, and John G4GCL (who edits RAOTA’s OTNews) for his help and advice.
UK’s Royal Mail has once more increased postage prices. Despite this,
subscriptions are not going to be increased for April 2014–March 2015. Beyond
then we can’t make promises, but currently we have no plans for increases and
we will continue to offer 1, 2, or 3 year subscriptions.
Circumstances have meant that I have not yet been able to catch up with
Key Note, hence the unseasonably named “Winter 2013/2014” edition. At some
point I will, and there will be five editions in the year.
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A lack of space due to annual information and topical items has meant that
there are a number of articles in the pipeline, so if you have written in with an
article and it hasn’t appeared yet, it will do!
Finally, a reminder that it is once more annual renewal time. Please check your
Key Note envelope label for your renewal date. If you download Key Note, you
can check your renewal date at fists.co.uk/members. You can renew online at
fists.co.uk/renew or there is a form on page 7.

New software: FISTS Log Converter 2.7.10
The latest version of FISTS Log Converter, 2.7.10, includes support for all the
2014 FISTS Europe on-air Activities, the EuCW QRS Week Activity, the EuCW
Snakes & Ladders Activity, and the FISTS East Asia Awards.

Entries for the EuCW Activities can be
emailed to the activities’ managers by
filling in entry details on a form (e.g.
name, email address) and clicking a
button—no need to mess about with
attaching files to emails—making it faster and easier
to enter. (In a future release, a similar approach will be adopted for entering the
FISTS Eu Activities.)
The program runs on Windows and can be used to prepare logs for the activities
and for tracking and applying for most central FISTS Awards, FISTS Down Under,
and FISTS East Asia Awards. It can read logs from logbook programs, or
alternatively for anyone not currently using a logbook program, it comes with an
optional logbook feature.
FISTS Log Converter is free and a copy can be downloaded from fists.co.uk/flc.
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Membership Renewal 2014-2015
Subscriptions are due to be paid by the 1�� of April for 2014 to cover until
1�� April 2015. If you receive Key Note through the post, your renewal
date and membership number are on your address label. Membership
shall be forfeited if any member becomes three months in arrears, so
please pay promptly. Thank you.

If you have already paid your 2014-2015 subscription, please Ignore
this reminder!
Subscriptions may be paid with a cheque (drawn on a UK bank only),
Postal Order, or bank transfer to Fists Lloyds, sort code
30-14-51 account number
quoting your Membership number
and callsign. Make cheques out to Fists with callsign/number on back.
Payment Slip (BLOCK CAPITALS please)
Callsign:
Member Number:
Name:
Address:

Post Code:
Email Address:

__________________
__________________
__________________
____________________________________________
____________________________________________
____________________________________________
____________________________________________
__________________
__________________

Enclosed:
Key Note via the Internet (anywhere)
Posted Key Note in the UK
Posted Key Note inside European zone
Posted Key Note outside European zone (“DX”)
Donation (optional)

£6
£8
£10
£12
£__

Total Cheque

£__

Please return this form with payment to:
Membership Secretary, FISTS, PO Box 6743, TIPTON, DY4 4AU, England, UK

Thanks and 73 from Graham G3ZOD, Membership Secretary.

FISTS East Asia 10�� Anniversary Awards
FISTS East Asia (FEA) is 10 years old this year.
To celebrate, three new Anniversary Awards are
being offered for contacts with FEA members during
2014.
To help with this, you can view a list of FEA members
online at feacw.net/mbr/fists.cgi
Note: FISTS Log Converter can be used to prepare and apply for these Awards.
DATE

0001 UTC 1st January 2014 to 2359 UTC 31st December 2014

FREQUENCIES Any licensed amateur bands.
RULES
CATEGORIES

EXCHANGE
LOGS

GENERAL

ENTRIES TO

usual CW QSO with FEA members.
There are 3 awards.
FEA-10 is earned by contacting 10 different FEA members.
FEA-25 is earned by contacting 25 different FEA members.
FEA-50 is earned by contacting 50 different FEA members.
RST / QTH / Name / FISTS Number (If applicable)
For each QSO logged: Date / Call sign / Name / QTH / Frequency / RST /
Time, UTC / FISTS Number. Logs may be in Excel, CSV, tabbed word
or Cabrillo format.
Not only all FISTS members, worldwide, but also non-FISTS member
can submit logs. There is no charge. Awards are funded from
donators. Your donations are welcome. Details will be announced on
the FEA web site.
email to awards (at) fists-ea.org. Logs must be received on or before
15th January 2015.

Central FISTS Awards and Membership
Nearly all FISTS Awards require that you have QSOs with other members.
There has been some confusion over who has to be a member, and when. This
has, unfortunately, resulted in a few applications for awards being rejected.
If you are working towards an award:
1. The station you contact must have been a member (current or lapsed) at the
time of the QSO.
2. It’s irrelevant whether or not you yourself were a member at the time of the
QSO, so you can claim QSOs from before you joined FISTS provided that (1.)
above applies.
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Event Calendar

Available online at fists.co.uk/events

First day
Last day
Event
Sun 13 Apr
FISTS Eu Ladder
Wed 23 Apr
FISTS Eu St. George Day
Sun 27 Apr
FISTS Eu Ladder
Mon 28 Apr Fri 02 May EuCW QRS Activity Week
Fri 09 May
FISTS Eu Europa Day
Sat 10 May
FISTS NA Spring Sprint
Sun 11 May
RSGB 4m CW Contest
Sun 11 May
FISTS Eu Ladder
Sat 17 May Fri 23 May FISTS Eu Exchange Your Age Week
Sun 25 May
FISTS Eu Ladder
Sun 08 Jun
FISTS Eu Ladder
Sat 21 Jun
EuCW Straight Key Day
Sun 22 Jun
FISTS Eu Ladder
Sun 29 Jun
RSGB 6m CW Contest
Sun 29 Jun
FISTS Eu Fifth Sunday

Times (UTC)
1400-1600 , 1800-2000
1400-1700
1400-1600 , 1800-2000
0000-2359
1400-1700
1700-2100
0900-1200
1400-1600 , 1800-2000
0001-2359
1400-1600 , 1800-2000
1400-1600 , 1800-2000
0800-2200
1400-1600 , 1800-2000
0900-1200
1300-1700

Members worldwide are encouraged to join in all FISTS activities.
There is a brief version of the calendar at the top right of the website home page
fists.co.uk and a full one at fists.co.uk/events.
FISTS Europe Ladder sessions take place on the 2ⁿ� and 4�� Sunday of each
month and this is an easy-going event with friendly, conversational QSOs. Any
band other than 630m, 60m, 30m, 17m, and 12m. The minimum exchange is:
RST, first name, QTH, and member number (if applicable).
For the full rules, see page 45.
FISTS Europe St. George and Europa Days are on 23�� April and 9�� May
respectively. QSOs, bands, and exchanges are the same as for the Ladder (see
above). The full rules are on page 46.
FISTS North America Spring Sprint takes place on the 10�� May. Bands are 80m,
40m, 20m, 15m, and 10m. The exchange is:
RST, U.S. state/Canadian province/DXCC country, first name, FISTS number
(or power output for non-FISTS)
The full rules are available at fistsna.org/operating.html#sprints
FISTS Europe Exchange Your Age Week takes place 24x7 on 17–23 May
inclusive. QSOs and bands are the same as for the Ladder (see previous page).
The minimum exchange is:
RST, first name, QTH, age in years, and member number (if applicable).
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For the full rules, see page 47.
FISTS Europe Fifth Sunday takes place on the 29�� June. QSOs, bands, and the
exchange are the same as for the Ladder (see previous page). The full rules are
on page 46. Note: one contact with an operator per band.

CW FISTS Tuesday Activity Day

Ed N2ED, #2454

Starting Tuesday April 1, CW FISTS will be having a weekly Activity Day. Time will
run from 0001 until 2400 GMT every Tuesday. No problem if you start a little
early or run over. Not a contest, no need to submit your log, just get on the air
and make some contacts!
One, two, several or a hundred QSOs it doesn't matter, just get on the air and
make some QSOs. We have invited the International FISTS Community to
participate also so you may be able to work some new FISTS and new FISTS
countries.
So dust off the key and get on the air and have some fun!
73 es CU on the bands!
Ed, N2ED, FISTS North America Activities

EuCW Snakes & Ladders Activity

Chris G5VZ, #12540

EuCW has now embarked on a new activity.
Unlike almost every other club activity you might hear about,
ours truly is a game. It rewards those with operating skills
and there is a premium for consistency, encouraging
participation every month. There are bonuses for seeking
out contacts in rare locator squares. But it is also a game of chance. Just like the
board game of Snakes and Ladders, our activity can earn you extra points by
landing on certain locator squares... but you can be bitten by a snake and your
points disappear!
The activity is a game and not a contest. It will encourage activity on every
band—including the WARC bands—and will also promote polite, skilful
operation and friendly QSOs. The full rules for the activity are available on the
EuCW web site at www.eucw.org/sl.htm.
We also offer user guides in many other languages, thanks to the wonderful hard
work done by our ECMs.
The activity runs for a whole year and along the way you might be lucky enough
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to receive one of two Begali keys. That's
right! Pietro Begali, I2RTF is offering two
of his precision keys to participants in
EuCW Snakes and Ladders.
Snakes and Ladders 1 . April 2014 until 31. March 2015
Web: www.eucw.org/sl.htm
Email: SL(at)eucw.org
Ed: if you want to take part (and stand a chance of winning a Begali key!):
● Contact as many European stations as you can on CW.
You can use all bands 160m–2m with the exception of 60m & 4m.
QSOs must be at least 5 minutes long.
● When logging QSOs in your logbook program, look up the locator on QRZ.COM or
Hamcall and log it. If the locator isn’t on either of those, use K2DSL’s excellent web
page tinyurl.com/K2DSLLoc to figure it out and log the locator.
● At the end of each month, use the FISTS Log Converter program fists.co.uk/flc to
create and submit your log—it will figure out which QSOs to submit etc.
Logs must be submitted on or before the 7�� of the following month.
● View the results on the Snakes & Ladders web page www.eucw.org/sl.htm; these will
be available by the last day of the following month.
Note that although European stations have to be contacted, logs are welcomed from
anywhere in the world. Have fun and good luck!

Membership Report

Graham G3ZOD, #8385

Annual Renewals
Subscriptions became due on 1st April except where members
have taken out longer subscriptions. You can tell if yours is due
by looking at the address label on the Key Note envelope (correct
as at 12�� April), by logging on to the website—the renewal date is
on the main Members’ Area web page fists.co.uk/members —or
by sending me an email.
As this is the first Key Note for 2014, here is some annual
information.

Graham
G3ZOD

Club Membership (Affiliated Clubs)
Club Membership is free. Clubs are entitled to become FISTS Affiliated Clubs if at
least one of the club’s members is a current member of FISTS and the club’s
committee approve the request. We allocate a member number, which can be
used on-air with the club’s callsign(s). Clubs can participate in FISTS in a similar
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way to members except that we do not normally provide a copy of Key Note nor
a website account.
Family Membership
Family Membership is also free. A FISTS member’s family members living at the
same address are entitled to become FISTS Family Members. They enjoy the
same benefits as full members except that we will send at most one paper copy
of Key Note to an address. If family members join at the same time as the full
member, we will also include membership certificates in the new member pack.
Changes of Email, Postal Address and Callsign
Please remember to tell me about changes of email address, postal address and
callsign. Additionally, if you become aware of a Silent Key member, please let
me know.
Key Note Distribution
The club newsletter/magazine Key Note is normally published four times a year.
If you have any problems with receiving the paper or “digital” versions of
Key Note, please let me know as soon as possible.
A very warm welcome to our latest FISTS Europe members:
Mike
Dave
Andy
Tom
Nick
Jo
Wayne
Aidan
Mike
Iain
Slim
Ulf
Eddie
Jim
Bill
George
Andy
Dave
Pene
Andy

G4GOC 16596
G0VPS 16597
GM0NWI 16598
DF5JL
16599
2E0FGQ 16600
OE6PJD 16601
M0WRM 16602
EI7JC
16603
DF2OK 16604
2E0ZMR 16605
G4IPZ
16606
LA8SU 16607
SA7CCQ 16608
2E0CXN 16609
G0KDL 16610
G3TQX 16611
M0NOX 16612
EI0DB
16613
EISWL19 16614
G4PZE 16615

William G4KUU 16616
Hannes DL9SCO 16617
Thor
TF4M
16618
Vic
GI4ONL 16619
Associazione
Radioamatori Lugano
(ARL) HB9LUG 16620
Doug G3ZLJ
16621
Phil
F5IYJ
16622
Dean M0DAG 16623
Uli
DF9DU 16624
James G0GJM 16625
Peter G3XQZ 16626
Ray
G3SCZ 16627
Geoff G4FXM 16628
Steve G4PSS 16629
Brian G3MDD 16630
David G0KQY 16631
Rolf
DK6IT
16632
Bob
G3UBZ 16633

Piero
Franco
Jon
Paolo
Steve
Clive
Salvo
Carl
Lex
Alex
Luc
Mick
Bob
Phil
John
Mick
John
Dean
Paolo
Adrian
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IW2ESL
IK2NJV
G4LJW
IZ2ZPH
G4RQG
G4OMG
IT9CLU
MM0HJX
PA1LEX
M0HCL
LX2GT
G4OPE
GM0LQY
GSWL20
5B4AHK
MI0HOZ
G4TGE
M0HGA
IZ1POZ
G4JGH

16634
16635
16636
16637
16638
16639
16640
16641
16642
16643
16644
16645
16646
16647
16648
16649
16650
16651
16652
16653

Silent Keys
I’m sorry to report that the following members are now Silent Keys:
John
Bruce
Peter

G3LWI
G4KPN
G3ICH

887 John
2242 Pete
6442 Bill

M0ANM 7155 Brian
G4KGG 7165 James
G4KKI
7709

2E0BGD 7741
G0SDB 14030

The RSGB website includes some tributes: John G3LWI tinyurl.com/g3lwijohn,
Peter G3ICH tinyurl.com/g3ichpeter, and Brian 2E0BGD tinyurl.com/2e0bgd.
Nancy WZ8C, who ran the FISTS North America Chapter for 24 years, became a
Silent Key on 2ⁿ� March 2014. There is a tribute to Nancy on page 28.
Achievements
Congratulations to Jeremy 2E0RNO on achieving his Advanced Licence and new
callsign M0VIT, and to Gerald M6GCL and Bob M6RWG on achieving their
Intermediate Licences and respective new callsigns 2E0DCW and 2E0CXF.
Congratulations also to the following international FISTS Award winners:
Richard
Peter
Selwyn
Joe
Pete
Rien
Gene
Cody
Darren

G0ILN
#398
G4LHI
#2219
G3JRY
#3761
GW0WEE #3773
M5ABN #6423
PA7RA #9819
W5GXV #11347
KC2LSD #11793
G0OTT #14062

John
David
Reagan
Aeilko
Mauro

G4LRG #14873
G4YVM #15868
KB3FTE #16151
PA3GBK #16226
HB9FBG #16260

Tony
Merv
Fred

G6GLP #16262
G4KLE #16273
G3YJQ #16276

1 X QRP
Millionaire 7 Million Endorsement, Spectrum 40m
Rag Chewers
Millionaire, Silver Century, Spectrum
Millionaire
Millionaire 3 Million Sticker
Perpetual Prefix, Millionaire 21 Million Endorsement
Gold Century, Millionaire 5 Million Endorsement
2 X QRP, Millionaire 3 Million Endorsement,
Perpetual Prefix 100 Sticker, Spectrum 40m
Millionaire, Silver Century
Basic Century, Millionaire
Basic Century
Basic Century
Millionaire, Millionaire 2 Million Endorsement, Basic
Century, Silver Century, Perpetual Prefix, Perpetual
Prefix 50, 100, & 150 Endorsements
Millionaire
Basic Century, Millionaire, Spectrum 40m
Basic Century, Perpetual Prefix, Perpetual Prefix 50,
100, & 150 Endorsements, Millionaire

Darren G0OTT was the first FISTS member worldwide to achieve the Spectrum
Award and Merv G4KLE the second—well done to both!
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Cover photograph: Foote, Pierson & Co Inc. Telegraph Register
The front cover features a photograph of a
beautiful KS-3106 telegraph register
manufactured by Foote, Pierson & Co Inc. of
New York (USA).
The purpose of the instrument is to record
Morse code as inked dots and dashes onto
paper tape. (Registers were also made that
punched or embossed paper tape.)
A clockwork motor powers the unit. It starts
when the incoming message begins and stops
automatically a short period after the end of the
message. The motor pulls the tape through the
unit, which passes above a lever which is
operated by the electromagnets at the right end
of the unit. The lever pushes the tape upwards
so that it contacts an ink-coated roller. A felt
wheel above the roller is saturated with ink, and
provides a continuous supply of ink to the roller
as it turns.

1: KS-3106 Telegraph Register by
Foote, Pierson & Co Inc.

2: KS-3106 mechanism. Notice the
Registers of this sort were primarily used in
thin horizontal arm (slightly above
landline telegraph service; however, they were
centre) that pushes the paper up
also used in early radio telegraph applications.
against the black inked roller.
A section of a tape that was produced by a
register similar to the KS-3106 is shown on the right.

Below is a photograph of a different model—a KS-3107.
3: Example of paper
This particular register is configured to record messages
tape (faded with age)
simultaneously from two
individual telegraph lines, hence the two sets
of coils and two sets of binding posts for the
electrical connections.

4: KS-3107 Telegraph Register by
Foote, Pierson & Co Inc.

The section of paper tape shown is taken from
a radiogram sent by Marconi from onboard
the S. S. Ponce in 1899. It is considered to be
the first official US Naval radio message, and
was also the first paid ship-to-shore
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radiogram. The message said:
“Bureau Equipment,
Washington D. C.
Steamship Ponce under way in Naval
Parade, via Navesink Light Station. Mr.
Marconi succeeded in opening Wireless
Telegraphic communication with the shore
at 12:34 P. M. Experiments were a
5: KS-3106 (left) showing the single
complete success.
pair of electromagnets and lever.
Blish,
6: KS-3107 (right) showing the dual
Lieut, U. S .N.”
pairs of electromagnets and levers.
Acknowledgements: We are indebted to the following:
● Nick Tsagarakis for permission to include the cover photograph and
photographs 1, 2 & 5.
● Mike Schultz for permission to include the photographs 3, 4, & 6, and for
allowing use of his descriptions of the telegraph register and S. S. Ponce
radiogram.
Mike’s website uv201.com contains information and photographs of his “virtual
hoard of early radios, vacuum tubes, electric clocks, and unusual technological
debris of the past”. His telephone and telegraph collection is featured here:
tinyurl.com/telcollection.
Mike’s web page tinyurl.com/marconimsg gives details of the history of the
Marconi S. S. Ponce message along with a photograph of the radiogram and a
decode of the sections of paper tape shown.

Writing for Key Note
Articles for Key Note are very welcome.
Please send them by email to keynote@fists.co.uk or by post to:
FISTS, PO Box 6743, TIPTON, DY4 4AU, ENGLAND, UK.
Handwritten, typed, or electronic formats are acceptable (we have not received
one (so far!) that we have been unable to read).
Photographs and diagrams are very helpful. Please send image files without
resizing them—they will be included in the “digital” and paper Key Notes at
suitable resolutions. Also, please do not overlay captions on images.
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New product: Rockmite ][ QRPP CW Transceiver Kit
The Small Wonder Labs Rock-Mite design grew out of
K1SWL’s desire to offer a one-evening CW transceiver kit
which would be both affordable and easy to construct.
QRPme have been allowed to carry on the legacy of the
Rock-Mite. They have updated the design by revamping
the circuitry and circuit board thereby bringing the
design up to current FCC requirements for harmonic
suppression. Rockmite ][ is a crystal-controlled direct-conversion transceiver
available for 80m, 40m, 30m or 20m. It features an on-board 8-pin PIC microcontroller which controls the T-R offset on key-down. A brief tap of a pushbutton control switch reverses the offset to yield a second operating frequency.
Pushing and holding on the push-button activates the speed adjustment routine
for the built-in Iambic keyer. If you’d rather use an external keyer or straight
key, there’s a drop-through mode which allows use of an external keying source.
Specifications:
● Double-sided PCB 2.0" x 2.5", plated-thru-holes, solder masked & silk
screened for easy assembly and it has the same size and mounting holes as
the original so is MINT TIN FRIENDLY.
● 0.5W Power Output @ 13V supply—supply voltage range 12–15V.
● Automatic T/R offset, reversible.
● Built-in custom version of Ham Gadgets PicoKeyer-RM Iambic keyer, 5–40 wpm.
● Built-in side tone, approximately 700 Hz.
● Includes assembly instructions and operating tips.
● ALL on-board parts, input/output connectors and wiring to connect them
together are supplied in the Rockmite ][ kit.
Kanga Products (UK) supply the Rockmite ][ in the UK and Europe. Frequencies
available: 3560, 7010, 7020, 7030 & 7040, 10106, 10116, or 14060 kHz.
Price: £36.95 (GBP) excluding delivery and at the time of writing.
Website: www.kanga-products.co.uk
Contact: tinyurl.com/kangac
Telephone (Land line): +44 (0)1942 887155
Mobile: +44 (0)7715 748
Address: 142 Tyldesley Road, Atherton, M46 9AB, UK.
QRPme supply to the rest of world. Frequencies available: 3560, 3579, 7015,
7028, 7030, 7040, 7114, 10106, 10116, or 14060 kHz.
Price: $40 (USD) excluding delivery and at the time of writing.
Website: www.qrpme.com
Email: W1REX@QRPme.com
Address: QRPme, PO Box 160, Limerick, Maine 04048, USA.
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New products: KX3 Low-rider and FT-817 High Flier Stands
The lovely KX3 Low-rider Stand has been designed for KX3 owners who don't
have the Elecraft paddle and want a lower stand. The stand makes your Elecraft
KX3 the centre of attraction in your shack or in the field. It looks great and works
well! It would make an idea gift for a loved one or friend. Note: this is not a
customized product. Features:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Uses the legs of the KX3 to hold it firmly in place on the desk-stand—will not
slide off
Bottom edge of radio sits about 1.25 inches (3 cm) from desk
Lay flat design allows easy storage and
transport—just like your KX3
Laser cut out of black gloss Perspex
Designed to allow full use of your KX3
Adjustable angle
Non-slip feet (not shown in photograph)
Cut-outs front and rear allow cables to pass
neatly under the desk-stand

At the time of writing, the price is £19.95 (GBP) including delivery.
The FT-817 High Flier Stand is designed for the real portable operator. It has
been designed to hold your FT-817 at just the right angle for the portable
operator. It would make an idea gift for a loved one or friend. Features:
Laser cut out of Perspex
Laser cut backstop
Velcro straps (2) to keep your FT-817 firmly in
place
● Viewing angle easily adjustable using toggle
system
● Folds flat for easy carriage
● Bright orange—hard to leave behind!
● Can be used with or without the Yaesu FT-817
carry case
At the time of writing, the price is £17.95 (GBP) including delivery.
●
●
●

SOTA beams, 89 Victoria Road, Macclesfield, Cheshire, SK10 3JA, UK
Website: www.sotabeams.co.uk
Email: richard@sotabeams.co.uk
Telephone: (UK) 07976 688359
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The Australian Gems—Part 2

Claudio IZ0KRC, #15937

MacDonald—Pendograph
Among the Australian semiautomatic keys, the most sought
after are Pendograph and
Automorse. I will discuss the
Pendograph and its inventor,
Albert MacDonald, in this part.
The Pendograph was designed in
1908 by an Adelaide PMG¹
(Australian Postmaster-General’s
Department) telegrapher Albert
MacDonald.
During his long holiday in England
and the USA, MacDonald had the
opportunity to view some
telegraph transmitters in use in
those countries.
Shortly after his return he applied
for a patent for “an improved
telegraph transmitter” on
28 April 1908. He was granted
patent No. 11389/08 (shown
above right), which led to the making of the first Pendograph.
His invention is related to other semi-automatic keys then in use due to having in
common a vibrating pendulum, but differs from them because the Pendograph
pendulum vibrates not horizontally but vertically.
The Pendograph is the first Australian semi-automatic key.
Although little is known about the history and the life of Albert MacDonald,
thanks to the discovery of some articles that talk a little about the time of ‘the
history of the telegraph’, we know that MacDonald was born in 1870 and
entered the Australian PMG Department in South Australia in 1885 as a telegram
delivery boy.
In 1890 he became a telegraph operator, and when he applied for the
Pendograph patent he was about 39 years old. MacDonald produced three
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Pendograph models and his patent application covered all three.
The First Model Pendograph
This is a ‘right-angle’ bug with two separate
levers, one for the control of the automatic
dots and the other for the formation of the
manual dashes. The pendulum was on the
left-hand side of the base and suspended
from a crosspiece attached to two pillars
with a weight at the bottom. There was a
recess in the left-hand end of the base to
accommodate the vibrator.
All Pendograph bugs have adopted the soPendograph model No. 01—K5VT
called tension-release system, which you
can tell because the pendulum in its rest position is never vertical, but always
hangs on one side, due to this pre-tension.
When the operator moves the dot control paddle to the right, it moves the dot
lever to the left and releases the tension on the pendulum which begins to
vibrate and starts making dots. When the operator stops making dots, the dot
lever, thanks to an adjustable helical spring, again pushes against the vertical
pendulum, giving it pre-tension (or pre-charge),
which can be released during future operations.
The Second Model Pendograph
The next model was quite similar to the previous
key, but with the vibrator reversed and anchored
to the base with the weight at the top. It still had
a cutout in the base, but it did not extend to the
full height of the base. It had a central hole in
the base so that the key can be fastened inside a
box to avoid damage during transport. You see
the same system with a Mecograph when it is
Late Pendograph No. 02—K5VT secured in its box.
The Third Model Pendograph
This is termed ‘in line’. It is similar to the model number 2 in regard to the
pendulum, but with the control levers placed precisely in line with the key and
no longer at right angles as with the previous models.
The early version of this model had a “central bumper” and two connecting right
angle rods between the rear posts for current flow. It has a square nameplate.
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The second version of the in-line model
did not have the “bumper”, had an
arched flat strip connecting the posts,
but still had a hole in the base for
securing the bug to the carrying box. The
nameplate of this model is round. I have
however seen a Pendograph with a
square nameplate, a “central bumper”,
and an arched, flat spring between the
two vertical posts.

Early Pendograph No. 3—VK2IXV

The Pendographs do not have serial numbers.
There are not many Pendographs in existence
today. I believe that they were only used by PMG
operators. However, the the best known semiautomatic bug in use by the PMG and by other
institutions was the Simplex Auto. This bug or
jigger² was invented in the early 1920s. In 1923 it
was adopted by the Postmaster-General’s
Department (PMG) as a standard sending aid for
the Commonwealth of Australia.
Late Pendograph No. 03
“in line”

I loaned my Pendograph to a ham friend in
Australia and he ended up purchasing this
Pendograph. I forgot to mention that before sending my Pendograph to
Australia, the key had already been sent to my well-known colleague and ‘player’
Ron Ayling G3YUH³. Ron had seen on my website that I had a Pendograph and
told me that he wished to reproduce a
faithful copy of the key.
To show his gratitude, Ron presented me
with his miniature (⅔) Key No. 208, a miniPendograph. You can see his reproduction
alongside the original in the photograph on
the right.
Ron is known to hold a unique world record
in the amateur radio field. At the moment
he has reproduced well over 218 different
types of key, many of which he made from

Ron G3YUH’s ⅔ Reproduction (left)
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the key’s patent. If you do not know his website, I invite you to visit it; you'll be
amazed.
Just as I was writing this article, Ron told me that he had started a replica of the
first Pendograph, the project being based on the first patent (see the facsimile
on page 18), which provided only one control lever to produce strings of dots.
Good luck dear Ron.
It is interesting to note that around the time that the Pendograph bugs were
made and used, there was a well‐known racehorse called Pendograph⁴. It ran in
Broken Hill (NSW) and later also competed in Adelaide. I wonder if the name of
the horse has anything to do with the name of the bug?
Operating the Pendograph
As usual there are operators that say that a key is easy to manipulate, whereas
others say the opposite. Each “instrument” has its own peculiarities and each
one is different, so, depending on their make, you may or may not encounter
operational problems even if the action requires a special effort.
As soon as my Pendograph arrived from the USA, I had troubles with it.
However, this proved useful in understanding the mechanics of this key.
In fact, the previous owner, perhaps to perform a thorough cleaning of the key,
re-assembled some parts
incorrectly. Even with the help of
a friend and colleague, Vito
IZ0GNY, it took me a long time to
put everything in its right place.
In his well-equipped workshop we
were able to realign the bent lever
which had suffered in a previous
fall.
Although the Pendograph is
relatively simple mechanically, it
has many different insulators and
washers throughout the
mechanism.
After we solved the initial
problems, the key worked very
well. On the right there is a
historical article⁵ that mentions
how Sydney telegrapher G. D. Hall
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worked the Pendograph on the landline between Sydney and Melbourne and
transmitted 1657 words in 38 minutes; that is a speed of 43.6 words per minute.
This clearly demonstrates the efficiency of this newly-invented bug key.
I wanted to convey in my story that even today, more than 100 years since the
birth of the first Pendograph, there are passionate people who study, catalogue,
collect and even make replicas of this key. This shows that the love for
telegraphy can be expressed in many different ways and that everything is in ‘full
swing’ despite the advent of new technologies and the slow passage of time.
References:
● The Australian Telegraph Office by Ron McMullen, link:
australiantelegraph.wordpress.com
● Telegraph Collectors Guide III°ed., written by Prof. Tom Perera W1TP, link:
w1tp.com
Special thanks to:
● Radio Rivista, the official magazine of A.R.I., the Italian ham association.
● Gil Schlehman K9DWY.
● Vince Thompson’s family—K5VT (SK).
¹ PMG, the Australian Postmaster-General’s Department
² ‘Jigger’, the Australian nickname for a bug key
³ Ron Ayling G3YUH, friend and Morse key maker. See his website:
www.ronayling.dsl.pipex.com
⁴ See the old newspaper article in the link:
trove.nla.gov.au/ndp/del/article/59933274
⁵ See the link: tinyurl.com/newtelinst

New product: Four State QRP Group Freq-Mite
Four State is very pleased to continue the availability of Dave Benson K1SWL’s
famous Freq-Mite frequency counter. Upon retirement, Dave graciously offered
the kit to us to continue production. Along with his SW+ transceiver series, the
Freq-Mite is one of his signature designs.
The Freq-Mite provides audio frequency annunciation in Morse code, and is
intended to be installed as a frequency counter inside a rig, thus providing an
inexpensive alternative to an LCD display for small rigs. While a builder may balk
at dedicating a costly frequency counter in an inexpensive or homebrew rig, this
Morse counter alternative will be the perfect addition. It is inexpensive, small,
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and easily installed—a panel cutout is not required. The kit is complete—
excluding an enclosure which is not included due to the intended application.
Features and Specifications
● PCB Size: Very small, only 1.75"L x 1.25"W
● Frequency Range: Up to 32.7 MHz
● Resolution: 1 kHz
● Accuracy: ± 1 kHz
● Minimum Input Voltage (Sensitivity): .1 to .6 Volts P-P, Frequency
dependent
● Maximum Input Voltage: 10 Volts P–P
● High Input Impedance: Will not load your VFO or affect its frequency
● Programmable IF Offset: Can be used for both superhets and direct
conversion rigs
● Output: 800 Hz at 13 or 26 WPM, user selectable
At the time of writing and including delivery, the price is $22 (USD) for US orders
and $30 (USD) for DX orders.
Web page www.4sqrp.com/freq-mite.php
Email: inquiries@4sqrp.com

New product: ZN-MiniMITE from N3ZN Keys
N3ZN Keys has introduced a new iambic paddle, the
ZN-MiniMITE. This is a high performance easily
adjustable iambic mini paddle with the same features
as the ZN-Series of paddles: 3 ball bearings per lever
arm, magnetic return, silver contact points, 56TPI
stainless steel adjustment screws, carbon fiber
fingerpieces and adjust on the fly—no tools required.

ZN-MiniMITE pictured next

It is a standalone paddle with 4 feet. An 8-32 tapped
to a USA silver dollar coin
blind hole in the bottom of the base allows for custom
mounting applications. The paddle comes with a short chord to a ⅛" stereo jack
for easy packing and travel. A 6 foot cord with ⅛" stereo male plug to ⅛" stereo
male plug is available for an additional charge.
The ZN-MiniMITE is on a ⅛" thick x 1 ¾" W x 1 ¾" D base and weighs 13 ounces.
It is available in the Painted Series only.
At the time of writing, the price is $275.00 (USD) excluding delivery.
Contact: n3znkeys.com/contactus
Website: n3znkeys.com
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FISTS Logbook

David G4YVM, #15868

Dear FISTS member,
I am proud to be able to offer this latest fruit of my labours: a unique and
beautiful FISTS Logbook!
If the idea of a logbook makes you think of those tatty things from the 1980s or
even (dare I say it) the latest RSGB functional logbook, then think again oh
Brother of the Key! This log book should make you think of ocean liners and
steam freighters—let THIS logbook transport you back to a time when you might
have entered each QSO with pride … as you still probably do! A beautifully
printed full colour log book can adorn your station desk, your office or your
coffee table in a way no computer program ever can.
This log book is printed on high
quality heavy gloss card for the
cover in full colour (see the
photo). The pages are on heavy
white paper and the back is card
to aid leaning on when mobile or
/P. The lot is then protected with
a sheet of clear acetate to keep
those pesky coffee mug rings well
away and it is then spiral bound
to assist lay-flat operation.
But apart from being beautiful it is also a fully functional logbook: inside you
have a page of FISTS history, including an introduction quoted from Geo, G3ZQS,
then the schedule of FISTS activity frequencies. The next few pages outline the
awards and events FISTS run and then, to help you gain the awards, there are
separate collation logs for the
Feedback in the fistscw group:
Century, Platinum, Nightmare
"Very well put together"
Alphanumeric and a ‘dupe’ sheet.
"Thank you for the excellent log book"
Finally, you get almost 50 actual log
"Many thanks for the log book which arrived
book pages together containing
this morning. Very impressive."
"A very nice, clean and usable design. 5 stars"
around 2000 entries! No lightweight
logbook this!
Even if you never use the logbook for its intended purpose, you can be assured
that it will be a conversation piece if left out on the coffee table!
Please order you logbook ONLY from ME and NOT from Club Sales. I have done
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this as a service to FISTS members; it is NOT an official FISTS offering and IT IS
NOT FOR PROFIT. Sales to non-members will be at a higher price and surplus
money will be given back to FISTS.
I am happy to post the books anywhere in the world. If you need to return a
book (I can’t think why!), you’ll need to return it to me, NOT to FISTS.
The cost of this beautiful publication is (and I have quoted in Pounds in all cases
so that PayPal can do the conversion at prevailing rates):
● UK addresses: £9.50 (GBP) including postage. (Note that if Royal Mail hike
the prices as promised I might have to email you!)
● European addresses: £7.50 (GBP). PLEASE contact me (see below) for
postage before paying due to currency fluctuations!
● North American addresses: £7.50 (GBP). PLEASE contact me (see below) for
postage before paying due to currency fluctuations!
I will accept PayPal and bank transfer from UK but only PayPal from rest of
world. Non-UK buyers please email me for current postage costs prior to paying!
Two books cost twice one book, but for higher numbers please contact me. I am
happy to supply a bulk parcel of books for clubs etc. or to other countries for
redistribution
To order your FISTS logbook, please give me your name, address, and FISTS
member number. You can send a payment via PayPal to bumbledp@gmail.com,
or if you can think of other ways, please contact me:
Email:
bumbledp@gmail.com
Telephone: (UK) 07749 199453
Post:
Mr. David Perry, 11 St Lawrence Close,
Stratford sub Castle, SALISBURY, SP1 3LW,
ENGLAND, UK
David G4YVM, #15868

New product: K14 Keyer Kit from Kanga Products
Kanga Products (UK, Dennis G6YBC) has introduced the Kanga
K14 Keyer — an inexpensive single IC Morse Code
Keyer/Processor which can be used either in contesting or casual
use.
It is based on the very popular K14 IC developed by Steve Elliot
K1EL who has kindly allowed Kanga Products to produce their own PCB.
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The K14 Keyer has many original features, and with a PCB measuring 38 mm x
35 mm it is small enough to fit inside a transceiver.
At the time of writing, the price per unit (piece) excluding delivery is £17.95
(GBP).
Website: www.kanga-products.co.uk
Contact: tinyurl.com/kangac
Telephone (Land line): +44 (0)1942 887155
Mobile: +44 (0)7715 748 493
Address: 142 Tyldesley Road, ATHERTON, M46 9AB, UK.
Note: The K14 IC is also available from Hamcrafters (USA) — see below.

New product: K14 Keyer IC from Hamcrafters
Hamcrafters (US, Steve K1EL) latest keyer is the K14 and it is available
now. This is our 16�� year selling keyer ICs and we have implemented a
list of “please add this” requests as well as things that no other keyer
chip can offer. The new K14 has non-volatile EEPROM memory; when
you remove power it retains messages and settings. Twelve memory slots are
supported along with many new embedded commands. In addition to HSCW
support, the K14 provides QRSS for VLF beacon work. At the time of writing and
excluding delivery, the chip cost is $8 (USD).
Website: k1el.tripod.com Order enquiries: k1el.kitsinfo@gmail.com
Note: A K14-based keyer kit is also available from Kanga Products (UK)—see
page 25.

New product: Enclosures for Rockmite ][ QRPP CW transceiver
QRPme (Rex W1REX) is now offering enclosures for the
Rockmite ][ QRPP CW transceiver.
These are LMB Crown Royal CR-425 enclosures which are
small and perfectly sized to provide ample room for the
Rockmite ][ board and I/O connectors. All required holes for
mounting the off-board parts are already machined along
with the hardware for mounting the printed circuit board
AND 4 clear rubber feet. All you have to do is start mounting
the parts. They are available in the stock blue/gray or in
several in-house powder coated colors.
At the time of writing, the cost is $25 (USD) excluding delivery.
Website: qrpme.com

Email: w1rex 'at' megalink 'dot' net
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Backup that Logbook now!

Graham G3ZOD, #8385

Are you using an electronic logbook on your computer to record your QSOs? If
you lost your computer / hard disk, would you also lose all record of your hardwon QSOs? If you are working towards awards such as the FISTS CW Club
Millionaire or Century series, this could be disastrous!
If you do keep logbook backups, say on a USB memory stick,
are your QSOs really safe? What would happen if a
computer fault damaged the USB stick and hard disk?
It’s an idea to keep backups “off site” in case the
unthinkable happens such as fire or flooding. If you have an
Internet connection, this can be done easily using a “cloud
storage” service. A good one is Dropbox www.dropbox.com. This offers
2 Gigabytes of storage for free¹. You download and install a trusted program on
your computer; this provides a Dropbox folder. You can then create Dropbox
subfolders and copy & save files to them just as you would any other folder on
your computer², and these folders & files are automatically copied to the
Dropbox servers. Even better, keep backups on USB memory sticks (or similar)
as well—they cost very little.
Words of caution:
● If you upload your QSOs to eQSL, LoTW, or Club Log, don’t treat this as a
form of backup. While QSOs can be downloaded from them, there is very
little information. For example you would lose QSO end times (needed for
the Rag Chewers Awards) and FISTS member / CC numbers.
● When using a USB memory stick/external hard disk, before removing it or
powering it off, be sure to tell your computer (on Windows, use the “Safely
Remove Hardware” feature). If you don’t, the computer may still be writing
information to it when you remove it and you will end up with a useless file.
If you use FISTS Log Converter’s Logbook feature, I’d recommend clicking the
Backup button each time before closing the program. You can set the folder to
hold the back up files to (for example) a Dropbox folder by clicking the Settings…
button followed by the Logging tab, and then under Backup Folder click the
Choose Folder button.
¹ If you use the Dropbox website to invite someone else to use the service and
they install the software, you get extra free space.
² While it’s a good idea to set your logbook software to use a Dropbox folder to
store backups, don’t try and use one to contain a live logbook database.
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Nancy Kott WZ8C #379, Silent Key

Dennis K6DF, #3076

In memory of Nancy Kott WZ8C #379 . . . Silent Key 2ⁿ� March 2014
Back in 1988 Nancy, as a Novice, made her first DX contact on CW. That first DX
QSO was with Geo G3ZQS. They made a sked and during the following weeks
they talked about various things including FISTS. Geo expressed a need for
someone in the States to collect and re-mail the
North American dues to him in one lump sum to
save on UK bank fees. Nancy accepted the
position and that was the beginning of the U.S.
Chapter of FISTS.
If I remember correctly, it was in late December
of 1996 when I received a QSL card and a letter
of invitation to join the FISTS CW Club from a
Nancy Kott, WZ8C
member of the club. Of course with all the
27 October 1955–2 March 2014
family events happening during the holidays, I
all but forgot about that invite. A few months later I ran across that same letter
once again and in March of 1997 I joined FISTS. I received a nice membership
certificate in the mail, sent and signed by Nancy WZ8C. The certificate was hung
on the wall next to the other amateur radio certificates I had collected over the
past 33 years.
I now look at the gold ink signature of Nancy’s a little differently than I did when
it was first received. A lot has happened to the FISTS CW Club over these past 20
years . . . and it was largely due to the constant drive and leadership of WZ8C,
Nancy Kott.
About a year later I found out that Nancy was looking for someone who could
print and mail out the new membership certificates. I contacted Nancy and
offered to do that for her. Now I know from my military service that one does
not “volunteer” for anything but I didn’t think that would necessarily carry over
into civilian life. Well . . . I was wrong as she lowered the boom on me with a list
of just over 400 new members that needed membership certificates printed and
mailed! Nancy . . . you got me good that time! hi hi Although, I soon found out
that I enjoyed printing and mailing out the new member certificates and have
continued to do so.
It was after I took the bait that Nancy reeled me in to handling the North
American award certificates as well. Once again it was Nancy, assisted by Geo
G3ZQS-SK, who asked me in the year 2000 if I would like to handle all FISTS
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awards for the organization. While we are speaking about awards . . . Nancy was
always thinking up a new award or a new activity to keep the membership active
and interested in operating CW. I cannot count the many telephone calls we had
chatting of ways to keep interest in the use of Morse code and different ways to
promote on-the-air activities for our FISTS membership. One could say she was
a very dedicated person to the club and its members.
Many of you may have worked WZ8C over these past years and some may have
had the good fortune to work Nancy when she was operating as V31AN during
the Belize DXpedition she was part of back in 2006. She had a great time on the
DXpedition and could not stop talking about it once she returned home. Or
maybe you worked her in July of 2007 while
she was operating from “Smugglers Cove”
with the DXpedition to the Island of Tortola
(VP2VEA).
It was on Sunday Nov 15, 1998, that I had my
very first QSO with Nancy while I was
participating in the FISTS Century Net. The
NCS was Brian W8BL-SK, another close friend
of Nancy’s and a very good CW op I might
Nancy at “Smugglers Cove” on the
add. Of course we had other QSOs over the
Island of Tortola
years and I must say that I never tired of
copying her very smooth CW fist . . . it was always a pleasure to listen to. I did
not meet Nancy in person until May of 2003 while attending the DX Convention
in Visalia, CA. At that time she was the editor of WorldRadio Magazine and was
working the booth for WorldRadio. It was great to finally meet her in person
after so many telephone calls . . .
Speaking of editors, Nancy was the tireless editor of our North American
Keynote newsletter . . . she did just about everything she could to turn out a
quality newsletter that would always be interesting for the membership. It had
to be a labor of love because producing a newsletter is not an easy task, but she
did it time and time again without complaint. The newsletter was not the only
item on her plate . . . she, along with her mother Irene WO8E, also ran the FISTS
store, taking, processing, and mailing out orders not only to FISTS members in
the USA but all over the world. And remember, this in addition to taking care of
all the membership applications that came into the post office box each day.
Nancy, I don’t know how you did all of this so well and still held jobs with the
U.S. Census Bureau and the Center for Disease Control. And I thought I was a
busy person! Young lady, I certainly don’t know how you did it! The jobs you
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leave us with are going to need several people to fill. Thank you for all the work
you did for so long for so many; I assure you it was most appreciated by the
entire rank and file.
I will forever miss the friendly “Hello” when you answered phone calls . . . you
always sounded cheerful and upbeat even to the last and I will miss your
infectious laugh when I announced “It’s your favorite manure salesman” and “I
had a sale on Yak Yuck this week” . . . yes, I will miss those calls as will many
others that had occasion to chat with you on the telephone from time to time.
But . . . we as members of FISTS can rest assured that you are now busy
organizing the many FISTS members whom have gone previously into the great
beyond. I take comfort knowing you have been reunited with “Sally” your Giant
Schnauzer as well as little “Leon”; I’m sure they love having you there to throw a
ball or stick for them once again . . .
On 5�� March 2014 . . . I sadly sent one last
time on 14.058 . . . “WZ8C de K6DF 88 SK”.
God’s speed Nancy, you will be missed by a
great many . . .
88’s Dennis K6DF

Slow Speed Morse (QRS) Contacts
You can use the Slow Speed Morse (QRS) Contacts scheme fists.co.uk/qrs to
arrange QSOs at a speed of your choice with volunteers from the list.
Requesting a Contact
If you’d like to arrange a QRS contact:
You can contact the member directly by email or telephone.
If you want to contact a member whose telephone number is listed as
“On request”, please send an email to John M0CDL qrs@fists.co.uk and he
will reply with the telephone number.
● If you don’t have email and want to contact a member with their telephone
number listed as “On request”, please post the callsign of the member and a
stamped, self-addressed envelope to John:
Mr. J. S. Griffin M0CDL, 35 Cottage Street, KINGSWINFORD, DY6 7QE, UK.
●
●
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List of Volunteers
Location
Héron South
Belgium

Station Phone / Email
Claude + 32 85 71 10 33
ON5BIP claude416@skynet.be

Tuusniemi
Finland

Erkki
+3585 0514 9271
OH7QR oh7qr@sral.fi

Shannon Co.
Tom
Clare Ireland
EI5CA
Chard Somerset Pol
G3HAL
Coventry West
Midlands

Matt
M0ZAI

Ely
Cambridgeshire
Flixton
Manchester
Fraddon
Cornwall
Huntingdon
Cambridgeshire

Phil
2E0DPH
Billy
M0JHA
Pete
G0PNM
Peter
G4LHI

00353 87 2058745 Mob
tobei5ca@gmail.com
Phone: On request
ronald@g3hal.eclipse.
co.uk
07917 466999
mcjgrice@gmail.com
phil09@tiscali.co.uk

Bands / Availability
80m - 6m, 2m. Often available from
10h00 to 22h00 in the week. 10 WPM,
with straight key, 100 W max. usually
20 W.
80m - 10m, prefer 30m - 10m. Most
times but not after 19 UTC, conditions are
best during the daytime. E-mail or SMS to
mobile phone is OK.
160m - 10m. Evenings. Preferred highest
CW speed 25wpm.
40m, 80m & perhaps 2m. Afternoons &
after 21:00.
40m - 15m & 2m. Weekday evening
apart from Mondays after 20:00 & most
weekends.
160m-70cm. Evenings & Weekends.

07816 991289
m0jha@mail.com
07454 144431
pete.sobye@icloud.com
Phone: On request
peterg4lhi@ntlworld.com

40m. Up to 20wpm; Flixton &
surrounding area.
80m-10m, 2m. Up to 20wpm; make
contact to arrange a suitable time.
Prefer 80m & 2m. Any time, subject to
other commitments. Prefer to QRS to
maximum 12 wpm for practice.
160m-70cm. Most times but not after
Kingswinford
John
john@fists.co.uk
West Midlands M0CDL
22:00 local weekdays, 22:30 weekends.
CW Speed up to 12 wpm.
Leamington Spa Carl
07845 907368
80-6m, Skype, Echolink or in person locally.
Warwickshire
M0SER Chatsworthproductions@ Evenings (until late) and weekends. Up to
gmail.com
18wpm
Lymington
Fred
Phone: On request
80m, 40m, 20m, 2m. 24/7 (by prior
Hampshire
M0ICW m0icw@hotmail.co.uk
arrangement). QRS only (up to 10 wpm).
Nantwich
John
Phone: On request
160m - 10m & 2m. Most afternoons and
Cheshire
M0JCD M0JCD@talktalk.net
evenings. Up to 20wpm.
Peacehaven East Mike
Phone: On request
2m - 145.250 or 144.050, 2m USB. 21:00
Sussex
M3ZZA mikejeanette1@gmail.com (local time) most weekdays especially
Tuesdays. 5 - 9 words a minute
Penyffordd
Brian
01244 543395
80m - 40m. 5 wpm to 20 plus (hand key).
GW0EDC gw0edc@hotmail.com
Higher speeds using paddles if required.
North Wales
Flexible on days / times.

Continued on next page …
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Location
Romsey
Hampshire
Somerton
Hampshire

Station Phone / Email
John
07780 992564
M0XIG john@telegraph.eclipse.
co.uk
John
01458 447223
G3TZA alan@croxley.freeserve.
co.uk

Bands / Availability
40m, 20m, 15m, 10m. Generally day
evening & weekend. Prefer around
15wpm.
160m - 10m. Up to 25wpm.

Please Volunteer!
We’re looking for as many volunteers as possible. High speed is not a
requirement; if you can receive and send with good spacing at 10 wpm, that’s far
more valuable than being able to send at 20 wpm but with letters and words
that run together.
If you're not willing to have your telephone number published on the website
and in Key Note, please consider giving us a telephone number anyway so that
we can pass it on to individual members if they request it. This will help us to
provide a service for members who are not Internet users.
Please send John M0CDL the following details by email to qrs@fists.co.uk or by
post to: Mr. J. S. Griffin, 35 Cottage Street, KINGSWINFORD, DY6 7QE, UK
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Your first name.
Callsign.
Town/City.
Email address.
Telephone number (optional but see next line!).
If you are providing a telephone number, whether we can publish it for all
members or if we can give it to individual members who request it.
List of bands you can operate on.
When you are available (e.g. during the day, evening or weekend).
Any other brief comments (e.g. preferred highest CW speed).
Permission for us to publish the details you've sent us on the website and in
Key Note.

New product: ZN ULTIMATE Iambic Paddles
New for 2014, the ZN ULTIMATE was a
concept of Tony Baleno, N3ZN, and put into
production by the team at VIBROPLEX. Our
best iambic paddle offered to date!
The ZN ULTIMATE uses a combination of
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oppositional magnet tensioning and a set of 6 miniature ball bearings to give the
operator a good range of adjustment of the key and overall a very light touch for
sending high speed CW.
The trunion pins through each lever arm have a round ball bearing assembly at
the top and bottom. Additionally, a second flanged ball bearing is used at the
bottom of each pin. The 3 ball bearings per lever arm allow the lever arms to
turn completely freely, and the lack of spring tensioning means there is no other
physical part touching the arms. No physical impediment to lever arm
movement means a good adjustment range and a light touch for the operator
regardless of where the magnet tensioning is set (a matter of personal
preference).
As the dit or dah lever is pushed to send a character, the opposition magnet
tensioning pushes the lever back towards the center post on release.
The top mainframe is cast zinc, chrome plated as used on other VIBROPLEX
products. The base is cold rolled circular steel stock, chrome plated. Tensioning
screws, posts, lever arms are made of brass, chrome plated. Finger pieces are
blue acrylic stock. All parts with the exception of the connection cable to the
radio are MADE IN USA. All physical assembly is done in Knoxville, TN, USA.
Contact points are large relay contacts made of 99.4% coin silver and are for
lifetime use.
3 wire cable with 3.5 mm plug is standard and attached to the key. At the time
of writing, the price is $359.95 (USD) excluding delivery.
www.vibroplex.com VIBROPLEX, 2906 Tazewell Pike #A2B, Knoxville, TN 37918, USA
Telephone(USA): (865) 309-5073
Email: vibroplex@vibroplex.com

New product: SMT Keyer Kit from Jackson Harbor Press
Jackson Harbor Press (USA, Chuck Olson, WB9KZY) is supplying the SMT Keyer
kit—a surface mount version of the PK-4 keyer kit (without the SSR), the Norcal
and Pacificon keyers, the MegaPK-II, MegaPK-game, and the PK-Basic keyer kit.
The SMT Keyer shares the same basic hardware (with a few exceptions) between
all of those mentioned 8 pin keyers. The user picks the
keyer chip that they want. It features:
●
●
●

pot or paddle speed control
board size: 0.7 x 1.0 inches
low standby power (about 1 μA with regulator)
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Kits include the board and board mounted parts only (documentation is available
from the website).
Prices quoted are at the time of writing and exclude delivery:
●
●
●
●
●

PK-4 SMT keyer kit with 5V regulator is $15 (USD).
MegaPK-II SMT keyer kit with 3V regulator is $15 (USD).
MegaPK-Game SMT keyer kit with 3V regulator is $15 (USD).
Norcal or Pacificon keyer kit without a regulator is $12 (USD).
PK-Basic keyer kit without a regulator is $11 (USD).

Web page: wb9kzy.com/smtkeyer.htm
Email: wb9kzy at wb9kzy dot com
Address: Jackson Harbor Press, Charles Olson, 1418 Foss Rd, Washington Island,
WI 54246, USA.

New product: Relay-Switched LPF Kit for Ultimate3
Hans Summers, G0UPL, is now offering a relayswitched LPF (low pass filter) kit for use with the
latest version (3) of his Ultimate QRSS/WSPR
transmitter kit. It can also be used with other
projects.
Assembled Relay-Switched LPF

The kit plugs onto the Ultimate3 (firmware 3.02 or
board
later is needed) and can have up to 5 additional
LPFs plugged in, permitting the Ultimate3 to switch
between a sequence of up to 6 different bands
(including the LPF on the main Ultimate3 board).
The plug-in LPFs (example shown on the
right) are available separately.
The board size is 80 x 37 mm—
the same as the Ultimate3—so
the boards stack together using
LPF board (two LPFs installed) four 25 mm hex spacers.
fitted to an Ultimate3

The Relay-Switched LPF Kit price is £9 (GBP) excluding delivery.
Relay Switched-LPF Kit details:
Online ordering:
Contact:

hanssummers.com/ultimatelpf
tinyurl.com/G0UPLshop
hanssummers.com/contact.html

Thanks to Lex PH2LB for permission to include the Ultimate3 and LPF photographs.
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Double Key Remembered

Geoff M1EDF, #10866

In 1955 I was a trainee Telegraph Clerk at Burton on Trent railway station. I
remember I had to write a
great deal of telegrams from
the local breweries from the
telephone and then transmit
them to Birmingham,
Peterborough and Derby.
After many years of searching,
I have found a photograph of a
double key sender of the type
that was used in the Burton on
Trent Telegraph Office; the
only difference is that ours
had ivory keys.
This system was known as
double key sounders. The
right key was a dash and the
left one was a dot. At the back
of the keys was a wooden
echo box. A relay operated
the different tones with a
nulled bell, one in a tone lower
than the other to decipher
which was a dash and a dot.

Double key from the Museum of Technology’s
collection.
Many thanks to Rosie Hourihane for giving us
permission to reproduce the photograph.
The Museum of Technology spans that very
small period in history in which the
technological revolution took place. The items
represent the evolution of electrical, electronic
and warfare technology between the period
1850 and 1980.
The museum is currently closed to visitors as it
has moved to Throckenholt, UK (10 miles from
Spalding). It will reopen later this year.

In the meantime, please visit the website,
which includes information and photographs of
The Telegraph Office job
many telegraphy and telephony items:
taught me a great deal, which I www.museumoftechnology.org.uk
have not forgotten. I’m really
in love with the straight key.

New product: Pico Paddle Silver Edition (PP-SE)
As a limited special edition, Palm Radio are offering the
Pico Paddle Silver Edition. This small key appears simply
noble in its silver powder coated housing (aluminium). The
coating is durable and scratch resistant. While stocks last!
Web site: www.palm-radio.de Email: info@palm-radio.de
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Beat It! A Zero Beat Finder from a Circuit

David G4YVM, #15868

Zero beating is a strange art. Or at least I find it so, especially when I think about
it. Unless you’re a CW operator, of course, you never really ‘zero beat’ at all, so I
suppose most amateurs don’t even know the phrase!
Let’s clear up first and foremost what
zero beating is. Old hands and ex ROs
look away now please!
Zero beating is the practice of getting
your radio signal to be so close to the
other chap’s frequency, ideally exactly on
it, that he can hear your reply, even if he
has a very narrow CW filter fitted. But
why call it “zero beat”??
David G4YVM’s Zero Beat Indicator in use
If you were to run two audio sounds together, two strings on a guitar or better
still, continuous notes on an electric organ say, one very different from the
other, you will hear two distinct sounds. Let’s assume that the lower sound is
the station you want to work and the higher sound is you—your sidetone
perhaps. Obviously you will hear the two notes but if it really were in a radio
you wouldn’t, because your pass filters would not be wide enough! Now, keep
playing the high note but instead of the same low note, play the next key or
string up and then the next and the next and so on. As you get closer and closer
to YOUR note, you will start to hear the effects of mixing until you get that
gentle warbling sound we call
heterodyning.
The heterodyne is what made bombers
‘throb’ as they flew overhead in WW2.
Normally, the pilot of a two engined
aeroplane will work hard to get the revs.
of both propellers exactly the same but
he won’t do this by looking at rev.
counters. Instead he listens to the
engines, to the frequency of the props (I
know because I’ve spent many hours
doing it), and as each motor gets closer
in speed to its opposite number, the
Top: 700 Hz incoming signal
throbbing starts. This obviously drives
Centre: 750 Hz sidetone audio
Bottom: 50 Hz ‘beat’ from adding the two pilots nuts, so they tweak and tweak and
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tweak until BINGO!—the throbbing stops. No more heterodyne! The engines
are then “zero beating” and the sound frequency of each is the same as the
other. There is no beating!
Back to our music. As you play the notes closer and closer together, you will
hear the heterodyne beat as the notes mix. Eventually of course you’ll be
playing two adjacent notes and getting the heterodyne. The next step is to play
the same note twice: same frequency, no heterodyne! (On a musical aside, two
related notes, harmonics if you will, sound nice to our ears and we say they are
harmonious! Notes which sound bad together are discordant or unharmonious.)
Now, if you set a filter just wide enough to hear ONE note, or one frequency, you
will hear either your note or the other station’s note. If the other station has
done the same then he will also hear either his sidetone or YOUR signal. Can
you see the problem yet?
The problem is that your signal is outside the frequency range that will pass
through his filter (the ‘passband’). In radio terms this is like you finding a CW
signal and listening to it as a low frequency tone rather than, say, your 750 Hz
tone. If you sent a reply now, the other station wouldn’t hear you—his filters
stop it.
What you need to do is zero beat: find the point where your transceiver is set to
exactly the same frequency as his. You will recall from practice that if you were
on the same frequency, his CW signal would become a thump and then
disappear until you tune through it and his signal comes out the other side. This
is unfortunately slightly wrong for our purposes with a modern transceiver …
read on. If you DID find this zero beat, you could twist your RIT and get the
sound back. And this is what you’d do on an old transceiver.
On a modern transceiver, though, the zero beat frequency is offset magically by
the electronics inside to match your chosen sidetone; a sort of inbuilt RIT
increment. So, to get a true zero
beat (where, on an old
transceiver, his CW becomes a
thump then disappears) you
must get your sidetone to exactly
match HIS CW audio tone! If
you’re a musician it’ll be easy. I
find it very hard being almost
‘tone deaf’. (I’m not deaf; I’m
getting ‘tone deaf’ as age, aero
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engines and tinnitus take their toll.)
I have a TS 590 which has a “CW tune” facility built in, but recently I acquired an
Icom 706 which does not have this, so looked around for a zero-beat aid! The
one I found was from the stable of John K3WWP, a FISTS member over the
Atlantic. It’s a circuit layout so you’ll need to build it from the bench up, but
mine took me about half an hour using “dirty” and Manhattan techniques.
The design calls for
tantalum capacitors
because these give better
thermal stability, but I
couldn’t find all the values
in tantalum so one of
them ended up as an
electrolytic. I haven’t
noticed the difference
yet!
A word of warning—
tantalums are polarised!
You learn something
every day. (Typically the
positive lead is marked by
a ‘+’ sign and is the
longest if the leads are
different sizes.)

Instructions from John K3WWP’s Website–part 1
R1 - value depends on DC voltage available.
For 13.5V use a 470 Ω ¼W, or for 9V use a
180 Ω ¼W.
R2 - 10 kΩ potentiometer
R3 - 470 Ω ¼W resistor
C1 - 1.0 μF tantalum
C2, C4, C5, C6 - 0.1 μF tantalum
C3 - 0.47 μF tantalum
1 x 6.2V zener diode
1 x 8-pin IC socket
1 x Yellow LED
Use tantalum capacitors for stability. The two 0.1 μF
in parallel at C5 and C6 are to provide a total of
0.2 μF since radioshack does not stock 0.2.
Audio input comes from the transceiver speaker line.
The DC source is usually from an accessory voltage
jack on the transceiver. The value of the series
resistor will depend on voltage available.

The note about R1 is
Adjust the variable resistor using transceiver side
because you can power
tone, decreasing level to the minimum value that
the device from a 9V
battery, as I have done, or will light the LED.
from the rig’s 13V supply Be sure to provide a ground return for the DC and
Audio inputs.
if you are building it in. I
haven’t figured out how
to build anything into the 706 case, so it’s 9V for me!

R2 is what we’d call a preset resistor (trimmer) rather than a pot; it’s tiny and
goes inside rather than sticking out like an audio pot.
Finally, “μF” means microfarad.
The signal for the zero beat device comes from the loudspeaker line—again,
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quite how to do this with the 706 was a conundrum until I found the “ext spkr”
socket on the back. Ah! I fitted a 3.5 mm plug and by gently pushing it into the
socket at the rear, it fitted well enough to get a signal without switching out the
main speaker! Gash, but workable!
Once the build is
complete you need
to set it up, and
again from the
website, are these
notes (right).

Instructions from John K3WWP’s Website–part 2
Calibrate the potentiometer using your built in side tone.
Start at one end and turn slowly until it (LED) comes on.
Mark that location. Then start at the other extreme and
come back the other way until it comes on again. Mark that
location then position the pot to split the difference.

I added a momentary contact power switch so it only draws
And that’s what I
current for the few seconds needed to tune up. Just hold the
did and it works!
button and tune until the LED pulses in step with the code
The device is now
with which you want to zero beat. Code at other frequencies
set up to net onto
nearby will not confuse it.
THIS audio tone
every time. This
For maximum accuracy, turn the volume down until the LED
time you have
just registers the code. The higher the volume, the broader
altered the preset
the response from the circuit.
to match the
SIDETONE audio; in future you will alter the receiver’s tuning to match the zero
beat device and the LED will tell you when you have successfully done this.
Remember that because your transceiver offsets the received frequency by your
sidetone frequency, when your sidetone matches the other chap’s sent signal
tone, you are exactly on his (or her) frequency.

Here’s my device. You can see
quite how tiny it is. This is partly
because I wanted to see how
small I could make something.
(Note to other builders—don’t do
that!)
What you can see in the
photograph on page 36 is me
pushing the momentary switch to
turn on the power whilst tuning a
CW signal. As the received signal approaches my chosen sidetone, the LED starts
to flicker, then, when it’s within a few Hz, it flashes strongly in time with the
code. Simples! I hit the key and get a response because I know I am zero
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beating with the other guy and I will get through his filters no matter how
narrow he has set them.
It’s a great little build and a very useful bit of kit. I think if I was making a
transceiver there’s no doubt that this circuit would be added into it. If it’s good
enough for the K2, it’s good enough for me!
Obtaining Components
I bought the LM 567 chip from eBay. Manhattan (‘MeSQUARE’) pads are
available from QRPme qrpme.com or from GQRP Club Sales (members only) .
All other parts are available from Bitsbox bitsbox.co.uk.
Acknowledgement
Thank you to John K3WWP, FISTS #2002, for permission to reproduce the circuit
diagram and parts of his web page at tinyurl.com/k3wwpzb.
David Perry, G4YVM

New product: Code Practice Oscillator “Tone Tube”
Palm Radio had several inquiries about a small tone
generator in the past, so the “Tone Tube” has been
developed recently to close a gap in the delivery
program. The grey electronics module with the
speaker is mounted into a black plastic housing (ABS,
enhanced impact resistance), which also serves as a
resonator.
The “Tone Tube” matches optically perfectly with
Palm Radio's PPK (manual key) or
the Mini Paddle with Code Cube, but can also be used with
any other hand keys or keyers.
A built-in small speaker produces a side tone which is
adjustable in frequency and volume. This speaker is
automatically turned off when you plug in a stereo
headphone.
Operating time (with a replaceable CR2032):
● Speaker, maximum volume—about 20 hours CW (20 mA)
● Headphones—about 200 hours CW (2 mA)
Key input and headphone output: stereo phone jack, 3.5 mm.
Optical indication of keying by LED.
Web site: www.palm-radio.de

Email: info@palm-radio.de
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Smarter Procedures

Pol G3HAL, #8367

There are many ways to learn Morse these days; on and off air courses, CDs,
books, friends, the list goes on. How many, I wonder, teach the learner how to
use Morse with other stations working in the live environment? Observation of
current practice would suggest that the answer is “Not many”.
When I learned the code we also had lessons in Procedure, a lot of which was
concerned with the make-up of RAF messages, but also covered the interaction
of the W/T stations handling those messages. Amateur communication is, of
course, much more casual and individual, but I feel that it could be less wasteful
of time if some simple features of the professional world could be taken up.
For starters:
“CQ CQ de Gxxxx KN”. KN means “Only the stations indicated should
reply”.
“CQ CQ USA de Gxxxx KN” is different: ”USA only, please. No Eu, Asia etc.”
In normal circumstances “K” is adequate.
Then, answering an over when in QSO; “OK OM all cpi tnx for info”. In my day
we sent “R”, meaning “Message received”. That meant that we had all the
message down on the Message Pad (RAF Form, whatever it was) ready to pass
on to the next stage of its journey to the addressee. So that’s what I still use,
perhaps qualified a little when necessary—“Missed a bit in QSB”.
And: End of message. “Hw cpi? Back to you (or btu)”. The pros send AR barred;
AR with no space separating the A and the R. If you look it up in a list of prosigns
it’s defined as “End of Message”. Follow it with K or KN—“Go ahead”—with
station identification if appropriate—and the job is done. In message handling
AR indicated just that; anything following, e.g. QTC (“I have (more) messages for
you”), didn’t go down on the Message Form; it was just for the information of
the other operator. (I’ve always known AR barred as “Ackar”, which derived
from First World War telephone phonetics and was the way the RAF called it.)
VA is another prosign, defined as “End of working”. Not QRT or CL; just letting
the other operator know that you are off to pastures new. Officially it should be
followed by a Silence, but TU and 73 (NOT 73s) are permitted in amateur use.
It’s not a procedural matter, but I regret the form of reply that says “Tks for 599
from Little Snoring (or wherever your QTH is)”. It sounds to me like someone
bragging that he’s managed to copy it properly. In my day it was all covered by
“R”.
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And aren’t we wasteful when we use Q Codes? Have you ever read the
definition of QTH in an Official Guide? You possibly understand it as “Location”.
My copy of ”The Q Code” published by The Ministry of Civil Aviation in 1946
price 1s.6d. says:
“My position is … latitude … longitude (or by any other way of showing it)”.
So “My QTH is …” is somewhat over-cooking the goose. All the Q Signals are
similarly defined in detail in the official book. It’s worth finding a listing of the
ones used in amateur practice that give more on the signals, just to see how
much more they say than appears in the lists having only one word (e.g.
“Location”) for each signal. QRA, QRG, QRH, QRL, QSD, QSL, QSO, QSP, and QSY
are all more informative than in amateur use.
I think that attention to these details could make amateur radio more efficient
without putting it in an “official” straight jacket. Why not give it a try?
Q Codes referred to in the article
Code
Question
QRA What is the name (or call sign) of your
station?
QRG Will you tell me my exact frequency (or
that of ...)?
QRH Does my frequency vary?
QRL Are you busy?

Answer or Statement
The name (or call sign) of my station is
...
Your exact frequency (or that of ... ) is
... kHz (or MHz).
Your frequency varies.
I am busy. (or I am busy with ... ) Please
do not interfere.
QRT Shall I cease or suspend operation?/
I am suspending operation. /shutting
shutoff the radio
off the radio
QSB Are my signals fading?
Your signals are fading.
QSD Is my keying defective?
Your keying is defective.
QSL Can you acknowledge receipt?
I am acknowledging receipt.
QSO Can you communicate with ... direct or I can communicate with ... direct (or by
by relay?
relay through ...).
QSP Will you relay a message to ...?
I will relay a message to ... .
QSY Shall I change to transmission on
Change to transmission on another
another frequency?
frequency (or on ... kHz (or MHz)).
QTC How many telegrams (messages) have I have ... telegrams (messages) for you
you to send?
(or for ...).
QTH What is your position in latitude and
My position is ... latitude … longitude
longitude (or according to any other
indication)?
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Brasspounder

Chris G5VZ, #12540, FISTS Activity Manager

Welcome to the Winter Key Note edition of Brasspounder.
Firstly, the final results for 2013. Thank you everyone for your entries and
congratulations to the certificate winners.
Callsign
G4LHI
2E0DPH
G0ILN
OH7QR
M5ABN
G0OTT
G3ZOD
M0DRK
G4KLE
G0DDX
G3JRH
M0GGK
G3ZSE
M0BUY
EI6KH
F5RPN
G4TRY
G7DDN
G0HGH
G4YVM
G1RVK
G0RDO

Jan
46
39
15
18

2
6

5

MX5IPX1

12

15

30
8

Feb Mar
47
42
34
41
23
24
21
32
13
20
16

22
10
21

12
6
11
12
6

19

12
10
17

19
13
10
4
6

Apr
50
44
22
19

Ladder 2013
May Jun Jul Aug Sep
19
29
36
45
40
21
31
12
19
37
24
35
24
37
29
16
19
16
29
21
20
32
30
13
17
12
24
13
10
8
12
14
20
21
14
12
20
18

16
13

10

14
8
9
8
8

9

16

2

14

8

12

Oct Nov Dec Total
20
44
55 473
35
36
40 389
20
29
26 308
21
15
227
28
35
29 174
12
19 150
18 117
115
33
16
51 114
10
85
21 55
49
9
18
27
26
23
18
14
9
8
8
7
6
20 108

International Days 2013
St
St
St
German
St
Callsign
Europa Tynewald Bastille
Total
David Patrick George
Unity Andrew
G4LHI
23
18
27
13
12
18
24
26 161
G0ILN
17
21
28
12
12
18
22 130
OH7QR
20
18
8
10
7
8
71
G3ZOD
9
10
15
12
2
16
64
16
12
20
48
GW4GCB
G3JRH
15
14
29
G4KLE
25
25
G0OTT
9
14
23
M0DRK
11
10
21
G3ZSE
8
8
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Straight Key Week
2013
Callsign
G4LHI
G4KLE
GW0EDC
G3ZRJ
G0OTT
2E0DPH
G0ILN
OH7QR
PA3AFF
M5ABN
GM0EPO
G4RHR
G3ZOD
1

GX0IPX
GX3ZQS1
MX5IPX1

Total
521
430
340
198
194
171
167
164
82
72
53
41
12

Fifth Sundays 2013
Callsign March June September December Total
OH7QR
165 210
240
175 790
G4LHI
95 175
200
310 780
2E0DPH
235
350 585
G4KLE
220
350 570
G0ILN
195
205
155 555
G3ZOD
160
230 390
G3ZSE
180 180
G0OTT
150
150
G0DDX
115
115
M0DRK
115
115
MX5IPX1
GX0IPX1

51
70
66

International Days 2014
Callsign
St David St Patrick Total
G4KLE
43
24
67
G4LHI
22
19
41
G0ILN
13
18
31
2E0DPH
15
15
7
7
GW4GCB
G0DJA
4
4

125
160

125
160

Ladder 2014
Callsign
Jan Feb Total
G4LHI
44
42
86
M5ABN
38
44
82
2E0DPH
38
40
78
G0ILN
28
26
54
SP9NLI
32
22
54
G4KLE
47
47
OH7QR
22
19
41
G0OTT
34
34
G3ZSE
2
22
24
G0DDX
18
18
F5IYJ
4
4
G0DJA
2
2
1

11
11
MX5IPX
Ladder 2013
Peter G4LHI (1�� place), Phil 2E0DPH (2ⁿ� place), and Richard G0ILN (3�� place).

International Days 2013
Peter G4LHI (1�� place), Richard G0ILN (2ⁿ� place), and Erkki OH7QR (3�� place).
Straight Key 2013
Peter G4LHI (1�� place), Merv G4KLE (2ⁿ� place), and Brian GW0EDC (3�� place).
Fifth Sundays 2013
Erkki OH7QR (1�� place), Peter G4LHI (2ⁿ� place), and Phil 2E0DPH (3�� place).
Have fun in the 2014 Activities and I look forward to receiving your entries.
73 de Chris G5VZ activities@fists.co.uk
¹ The results for the FISTS club callsigns (GX0IPX, GX3ZQS, and MX5IPX) are
included for interest only; they are not competing as such.
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2014 Activities Calendar

Chris G5VZ, #12540, FISTS Activity Manager

ALL 2014 ACTIVITIES
These rules apply to all the following Activities
APPLICABILITY
Individual Activities may add further constraints
Any licensed amateur bands except the WARC bands - which are
FREQUENCIES
30m, 17m and 12m - or 60m and allocations below 500kHz.
Any log entry not showing the required exchange information will be
GENERAL
excluded from the scores
All entries can be received by post or email
Post to FISTS Ladder, PO Box 6743, Tipton DY4 4AU
ENTRIES TO
email to activities@fists.co.uk
Logs may be in Excel, CSV, tabbed Word or Cabrillo format or neatly
reproduced on paper

LADDER 2014
OCCASIONS

TIMES

FREQUENCIES

SCORING

EXCHANGE

LOGS

DATES
ENTRIES BY

January 2014 to December 2014
On the 2nd and 4th Sunday of every month
Two sessions on each Ladder Sunday from 1400-1600 and 18002000. All times are UTC
In any calendar month you can submit logs from ANY TWO of the four
two-hour sessions
During a FISTS activity session and operating on 40m or 80m, if you
call on a published frequency (A FISTS Centre of Activity) please clear
the frequency after one contact.
This applies to all participants, HQ stations and members alike. Once
clear of the published frequency there is no further mandatory QSY
required during an activity.
5 points FISTS HQ station (GX0IPX, GX3ZQS, MX5IPX, VK2FDU,
ZL6FF, JL3YMV, KN0WCW)
3 points FISTS Affiliated Club Station
2 points for a FISTS member
1 point for a non-member
Any station can only count once on each calendar Sunday
RST / Name / QTH / FISTS Number (If applicable)
For each QSO logged: Date / Call sign / Name / QTH / Frequency /
RST / Time, UTC / FISTS Number or Non-member / Points claimed
For each log: Summary to include total number of QSOs and total of
points claimed
Jan 12/26 - Feb 9/23 - March 9/23 - April 13/27 - May 11/25 - June 8/22July 13/27 - Aug 10/24 - Sept 14/28 - Oct 12/26 - Nov 9/23 - Dec 14/28
Logs must be received by the fifth of the month that follows the month
in which the contacts were made
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FIFTH SUNDAYS 2014
January 2014 to December 2014.
OCCASIONS
On the fifth Sunday of March, June, September and December
TIMES
One session on each fifth Sunday from 1300-1700 UTC
During a FISTS activity session and operating on 40m or 80m, if you
call on a published frequency (A FISTS Centre of Activity) please clear
the frequency after one contact.
FREQUENCIES
This applies to all participants, HQ stations and members alike. Once
clear of the published frequency there is no further mandatory QSY
required during an activity.
5 points per contact - any operator (Irrespective of call sign used) can
be worked only once on any band per Sunday (But contacts on each
band count separately)
Then apply these in order:
SCORING

EXCHANGE
LOGS

DATES
ENTRIES BY

1. Multiply by five for a FISTS HQ station
(GX0IPX, GX3ZQS, MX5IPX, VK2FDU, ZL6FF, JL3YMV, KN0WCW)
2. Multiply by five for a FISTS Affiliated Club Station
3. Add five points for a FISTS member
4. Finally, multiply by five if it's a new country for that day's session
RST / QTH / Name / FISTS Number (If applicable)
For each QSO logged: Date / Call sign / Name / QTH / Frequency /
RST / Time, UTC / FISTS Number or Non-member / Points claimed
For each log: Summary to include total number of QSOs and total of
points claimed
30. March, 29. June, 31. August and 30. November
Logs must be received by the tenth of the month that follows the
month in which the contacts were made

INTERNATIONAL DAYS 2014
OCCASIONS
Celebrated Days Across Europe
TIMES
Single session on each day from 1400-1700 UTC
5 points per FISTS member in Wales on St David's Day; Ireland on St
Patrick's Day; England on St George's Day; Scotland on St Andrew's
Day; Isle of Man on Tynwald Day; France on Bastille Day; Germany on
German Unity Day; any other European country on Europa Day
SCORING
3 points per non-FISTS member in the appropriate country
2 points per FISTS member elsewhere
1 point per non-member elsewhere
Any station can only count once on each activity day
RST / QTH / Name / FISTS Number (If applicable)
EXCHANGE
Continued on next page...
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INTERNATIONAL DAYS 2014 Continued from previous page
For each QSO logged: Date / Call sign / Name / QTH / Frequency /
RST / Time, UTC / FISTS Number or Non-member / Points claimed
LOGS
For each log: Summary to include total number of QSOs and total of
points claimed
St David, 1. March; St Patrick, 17. March; St George, 23. April; Europa
DATES
Day, 9. May; Tynwald Day, 7. July; Bastille Day, 14. July; German Unity
Day, 3. October; St Andrew, 30.November
Logs must be received by the fifth of the month that follows the month
ENTRIES BY
in which the contacts were made

EXCHANGE YOUR AGE WEEK 2014
DATE
0001 UTC Saturday 17th May to 2359 UTC Friday 23th May 2014
During a FISTS activity session and operating on 40m or 80m, if you
call on a published frequency (A FISTS Centre of Activity) please clear
the frequency after one contact.
FREQUENCIES
This applies to all participants, HQ stations and members alike. Once
clear of the published frequency there is no further mandatory QSY
required during an activity.
This is a fun event where senior operators are going to be in demand!
Simple rules; usual exchange between members or non-members.
But also exchange your age with your QSO partners to boost your
RULES
score.
At the end of the activity just total the ages exchanged and add them to
your final points score
5 points for a FISTS HQ station
(GX0IPX, GX3ZQS, MX5IPX, VK2FDU, ZL6FF, JL3YMV, KN0WCW)
SCORING
3 points for a FISTS Affiliated Club Station
2 points for a FISTS member
1 point for a non-member
EXCHANGE
RST / QTH / Name / FISTS Number (If applicable) / Operator's age
For each QSO logged: Date / Call sign / Name / QTH / Frequency /
RST / Time, UTC / FISTS Number or Non-member / Age received /
Points claimed
LOGS
For each log: Summary to include total number of QSOs and sub-total
of QSO points claimed, sub-total of ages received and grand total
points claimed
Any type of keying may be used
GENERAL
Any operator (Regardless of callsign used) may only be worked for
points once per day
ENTRIES BY
Logs must be received on or before 24th June 2014
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STRAIGHT KEY WEEK 2014
0001 UTC Sunday 30th November to 2359 UTC Saturday 6th
DATE
December 2014
During a FISTS activity session and operating on 40m or 80m, if you
call on a published frequency (A FISTS Centre of Activity) please clear
the frequency after one contact.
FREQUENCIES
This applies to all participants, HQ stations and members alike. Once
clear of the published frequency there is no further mandatory QSY
required during an activity.
This is another fun event in which manual sending is our aim!
RULES
Simple rules; usual exchange between members or non-members
10 points for a FISTS HQ station
(GX0IPX, GX3ZQS, MX5IPX, VK2FDU, ZL6FF, JL3YMV, KN0WCW)
SCORING
5 points for a FISTS Affiliated Club Station
3 points for a FISTS member
1 point for a non-member
EXCHANGE
RST / QTH / Name / FISTS Number (If applicable)
For each QSO logged: Date / Call sign / Name / QTH / Frequency /
RST / Time, UTC / FISTS Number or Non-member / Points claimed
LOGS
For each log: Summary to include total number of QSOs and grand
total points claimed
Any type of manual keying may be used - manual keying includes upand-down pump keys and side-to-side swipers or Cooties with twowire (Signal and ground) connection to the radio. Keys which
generate auto-repeat elements - like mechanical bug keys - are not
GENERAL
allowed nor are any keys used in combination with an electronic
keyer. If in doubt, please ask for adjudication before the activity
Any operator (Regardless of callsign used) may only be worked for
points once per band per day
ENTRIES BY
Logs must be received on or before 1st January 2015

A Pretty Good Callsign: VS9AP

Geoff G3MLL, #15805

The Middle East 1958
Based at RAF Luqa, Malta in 1957, I was a pretty happy bunny. I had been
allocated ZB1LQ by the Licensing Authorities and had commandeered a small
bedding storage room right next door to my own in the Sgts. Mess
accommodation block. From here, aged 20, I operated quite happily for some
months.
A rumour swept through our Aircrew crew-room one morning: the Squadron (of
Shackleton aircraft) was being wrapped-up. In fact we were only being
downsized from eight to four aircraft and given a Colonial Policing Role as
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against our true Mediterranean Maritime
métier¹. The news went down very badly
as the majority were married and were
living a fairly idyllic life off-Base, on the
Island. Where was our destination? RAF
Khormaksar, Aden Colony (South West
Yemen). Hot, humid, just sand and
bundu², no “facilities”, few marriedquarters, considered almost a
“punishment posting” by some. Not by
me though; a VS9 callsign was a very fair
swap for a ZB1.

ZB1LQ: An enormously heavy ex-RN
100 W TX in the background.
A Minimeter front-end (just visible) fed an
Eddystone RX.
A lovely conventional key to delight the
Asking around on the air, most Amateurs heart of a FISTS Member.

thought that Aden, VS9, was currently
“dead”. Out of the blue I had a letter from the makers of the Panda Explorer TX
and we quickly came to terms, the Company securing some advertising copy for
their product. My huge RN TX was sold in Malta as was the Eddystone. A
purpose-built RX rear-end was constructed during the three months prior to our
move. I was pretty anxious for the git-go as regards the move, as in only a few
months I would be tour-expired i.e. would be posted back to the UK. As it
turned out, it made little difference, the Licensing Authority in the Colony being
pretty slow (they received so few requests). Also, the Canal closure (subsequent
to the Suez Crisis) meant the TX was shipped via the Cape.
Whilst waiting, I put some antennas up on the
roof of my “basha”³; a beam for 21 and ground
planes for 28 and 14. The palm-thatch was
infested with Camel (coloured) Spiders and I
received one or two bites that did not heal
until I returned to the UK some months later.
G3CDG printed me a thousand QSL cards. I
then had to curb my impatience … no freight
My “basha”
tracking in those days … the TX was just on the
high-seas somewhere. At long last the big crate arrived … licence already issued
… here we go.
I had not realised that we were at the absolute peak of the biggest sun-spot
cycle in (fifty?) years. Coincident with this, I was the first live VS9 for some time
past. It was a wonderful experience only interrupted by the wretched need to
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earn my living i.e. go flying and exit on short
“detachments” to even more exotic RAF Stations. I
operated for just three months, sending out my
1,000 QSL cards. Perhaps thirty per cent of my
contacts were CW; the quality of Morse was
generally very high and I suspect many operators in
the more outlandish locations often did it “for a living”. I never came across a
bug-key being used in those early days. There were of course “rarer” contacts
than VS9 but not too many at the time I think. Somehow, through all the
cacophony and jam-ups involved in stations trying to contact me, my log book
records contact with some of these rarities.
The extraordinary operating conditions
produced by the 1958 sunspot peak remain in
my memory; my location helped, sea to the
east, south and west … 8,000 foot mountains,
with their nightly flickering lightening to the
north … but these were 50 miles away across
the flat bundu. On 21 and 28 there would be
Rear End, Minimeter then Panda
short hours of quiet followed by explosions of
Explorer
activity from different geographic directions;
lots of fascinatingly remote-sounding signals, volume fluttering up and down …
voice modulation coming through as if the originator had a bucket over his head.
Three in the morning would favour exotics from Oceania: Guam, Palmyra, Jarvis,
Midway, Wake, in quick succession all recorded in my treasured log. Antarctica
and the Southern Ocean popped up unexpectedly more than one evening; wild
Kerguelen Island then Mawson Base and Norfolk Island. Two “firsts in their
country” of that time, JT1AA, Inner Mongolia and HS1E, Siam, both contacted
me on 21Mc/s. I particularly remember W1EEE and W6YY for the reason that
they pushed out a kilowatt using enormous antenna arrays covering acres, and
as a result, always drowned out competing callers. Size matters, but it’s often
not half as much fun. More disturbingly, I would occasionally get a QSL with a $5
bill enclosed from a non-contact … they got no QSL in return; Pernod and water
to the value of $5 was consumed by VS9AP however …
Perhaps my strangest CW contact during this ether-turbulent time was with a
VQ6 station, to the south, 200 miles away across the Gulf of Aden in British
Somaliland, using my crude three element beam on 21Mc/s. He was “a stone’s
throw” to the south but his echoing fluttering signal was from the north,
bouncing innumerable times from an agitated troposphere over both poles and
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back to me. We could not contact each other by direct “line of sight”.
Confirming that he was “firing” south, we agreed that this was the strangest of
events … I believe he reported it to the RSGB who printed a short paragraph in
their magazine a few months later.
Happy DX days indeed!
¹ A profession or occupation.
² The wilds; a distant or wilderness region.
³ A hut typically made of bamboo and grass.

A Responsive Touch Paddle
This paddle is designed around a pair of
Atmel AT42QT1011 ICs. This is a device
designed to detect near proximity or
touch, making it an ideal choice for a
paddle. The device
datasheet can be freely
downloaded from the
Farnell website at
uk.farnell.com. At the time
of writing, these ICs are
available at a cost of 62p +
VAT each. The price of my
finished paddle was under
£10; the cost was on my
time rather than on my
pocket.
As the device is only
available in a surface mount
package, I decided to bite
the bullet and design a PCB
using surface mount
components throughout.
To maximise
responsiveness, the ICs are
run in fast mode and
produce sensor bursts every 1ms. This
corresponds to a dit rate of around 1200
wpm. (Congratulations to anyone who feels
this might be too sluggish for them!) The

Paul G3ZCU, #12534

price you pay for this performance is
slightly increased current
consumption, though the bulk of the
current drain from the circuit is
down to the voltage regulator. The
circuit will draw just under 5mA from
a PP3. If you are going to power
yours from a battery, please don't
forget to switch it off. The simple
circuit is shown on page 51.

Component Value; case style
R1, R2

47kΩ; 1206

R3, R4

10kΩ; 1206

C1, C2
C3, 4, 5, 6

2–50nF; 1206 or 1210, see text
(select value for your build)
100nF; 1206 or 1210

U1, U2

AT42QT1011; SOT23-6

U3

78L05; SO-8

Q1, Q2

2N7002; SOT23

Circuit Description
The AT42QT1011 output pin goes high when a touch is sensed. This turns on the
2N7002 MOSFET, presenting a low resistance path from the drain to the input of
your keyer. A 78L05 voltage regulator provides a 5V supply to the ICs. Cx is not a
physical component, but represents the stray capacitance from the finger plates
and associated wiring to ground. Increasing amounts of Cx destroy sensor gain,
so it is important to minimise the stray capacitance around both SNS pins. Keep
the finger pieces and associated wiring away from earthed metal, and don’t even
think of using screened leads here. Keep stray capacitance below 20pF; less is
better.
Paddle sensitivity is set by C1 and C2. The device datasheet suggests values
between 2–50nF are typical. The larger the value, the greater the sensitivity. I
started with 10nF and was
sending CW well before my
fingers hit the plates. With my
plastic housing providing low
stray capacitance and the large
finger pieces I’ve fitted, my
paddle is easily sensitive
enough with 2nF at C1 and C2.
I suggest you try a variety of
values in your build until you
reach the sensitivity you
prefer. Ceramic chip surface
PCB copper layer at x2 magnification. The actual size
mount capacitors are
is 38.7 x 26mm
inexpensive and can be easily
stacked on top of one another to increase the capacitance.
If you use the supplied PCB design, construction of the electronics should be
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straightforward. I have deliberately left
space around the components so that they
can be held in place with the tip of a finger
while one end is soldered down. I have also
used the largest sized SMD components I
could. An illuminated magnifying lamp was
the only additional aid I used when
populating the board. If you have been
putting off working with surface mount
components, this may be a good first project.

Component placement

I expect the question most readers would like to know the answer to is “How
well does it work?”. The answer is surprisingly well. I filmed a short video for a
few pals shortly after soldering the components onto the board. The finger
pieces were just two lengths of stout wire protruding from the PCB. Not wanting
to make the test too easy, I handicapped myself further by wearing a washing-up
glove on my keying hand; just to highlight the
unit's sensitivity. I then dashed off a “quick
brown fox” at 30wpm. Perhaps “best bent
wire” would have been more appropriate.
Either way, while I'm no CW superman, I was
impressed by the responsiveness.
The finished paddle is as effortless to use as
you would expect. However, there's no hiding
place with this key. You can't blame sending errors on a dirty contact or a poorly
adjusted setting as there aren’t any. Oh by the way, in case you're wondering;
wearing a bright yellow Marigold glove when sending with it is entirely optional.
Other than keeping input wiring stray
capacitances to a minimum, there are few
limitations on the style of enclosure or finger
pieces you could use. Feel free to build yours into
a more imaginative case than I have. The device
datasheet details the considerations you need to
be aware of. Key aficionados may recognise the
finger plates in the photo as coming from a fine,
My finished paddle
high-end Italian paddle. I can send just as well
with this touch paddle as with that high-end one, though I must admit my ABS
box doesn’t look as pretty. I'm sure there are members with hugely better
developed engineering skills than I possess, so see what you can do.
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QUA

QUA@fists.co.uk Compiled by Graham G3ZOD, #8385
QUA: “Here is news of ... (call sign)”

Firstly, an apology about the pricing given for the OpenQRP
40m CW Transceiver Kit (Autumn 2013 Key Note page 44)
from Kanga Products (UK, Dennis G6YBC). By the time Key
Note was published, Dennis had made improvements to the
kit resulting in a slightly higher price. Note that Dennis also
now offers a built version of the transceiver—see page 16 for contact details.
G0KOK Peter commented on the Natrometer (clockwork-based Morse code
trainer) featured in the Autumn 2013 Key Note:
“I read the article on the Natrometer in Key Note with interest. I too found
one on eBay about three years ago; however, now I have studied the pictures I
can see that my Natrometer is minus the five brass pins. Not a problem—it’s on
my to-do list. I have plenty of brass rod and a Myford Super 7 to turn some up.
I will mention that on page 11 in picture 1 of Key Note there is a knurled stud
sticking up to the left of the drum; this is for adjusting the mechanical speed
governor that goes from zero to “I’m sorry I can't read that!”
I was looking at the Autumn 2013 Key Note after publication and noticed
the knurled stud was on both of the examples of the Natrometer—I’m
glad that Peter has explained their function.
As I only had photos to look at, I got the impression that the five pegs/pins were
made of some fibrous material rather than metal. I’ve just had a close look at
one of the original photos, and I'm convinced they are made of dowelling or
something similar; I’ve included part of the photo (above right).
JI0VWL Satoshi has produced a new version, 1.01,
of his callsign trainer CW Freq.NET, which now runs
on on all versions of Windows from Windows 2000
through to Windows 8.1. This is a very nice
program and a lot of fun. It’s available from
tinyurl.com/cwfreaknet.
G4IPZ Slim owns this unusual folding key shown
on the right. He writes:
“I have discovered that it’s 99% certain to be a
Russian WW1 key which has been stripped of its
original black paint. Traces of the paint still

Slim G4IPZ’s unusual folding key
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remain where the cleaning wasn’t 100% successful. When extended, the key is 7"
long from the edge of the knob to the end of the base. The knob and the base
appear to be proper Bakelite. It may have been used in a submarine to fold back
out of the way in limited space. The swing knob is made to lock into place when
fully forward. Also, strangely, the thumb screw to lock it in place has a reverse
thread on it.”
M0AVW Chuck has contacted us to say thank you to everybody that has sent
him the used stamps, and to please continue. He sends them on to several
charities including a local horse sanctuary, Guide Dogs, and Hearing Dogs. He is
very grateful—someone even sent him four used stamps from Europe that cost
more to send than they were worth! Chuck’s address is:
Chuck Spence, 32 Woodford Walk, Harewood Park, THORNABY, TS17 0LT, UK
G3KJX Brian reports:
“I will be in Portugal until well into April. Taking my trusty FT-817 and on most
of the QRP and FISTS frequencies as conditions allow and various times through
the day. I have a doublet and vertical aerials available.”
VK3DBD / G3SCD David has provided advice on
photographing shiny black paint and chrome. This came up
in an online discussion about keys made by Gordon G4ZPY
(now retired). I mentioned the very poor photograph of my
G4ZPY V.H.S. Iambic and Miniature Iambic paddles that
appeared in the Summer 2010 Key Note on page 22. David
How NOT to do it:
writes:
G3ZOD’s photograph
“I sympathise with your efforts to photograph shiny silver
of his G4ZPY
and shiny black—put the two together and you really do
Miniature Iambic
have a problem!!
Paddles.
The classic way to take reasonable silver object pictures is
in a white tent with all lighting through the material and just a peep hole for the
camera (which will be reflected often as a black spot). The diffused lighting thus
created is superb for intricate objects and virtually shadowless. Also:
● Disable the auto-flash which is usually built into the camera when using a
“tent type” facility (and often best to do so too if not using a tent).
● All the lighting must come through the material and is best arranged by a
couple of suitable lamps strategically placed.
● To improve perspective, use the lens at as long a zoom as possible within the
confines.
Black shiny surfaces create the opposite problem. The best way is one of these
solutions:
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Roll some Plasticine (or Blu Tack I suppose would work) over the surface to
dull it down.
● Put the object in the freezer for a short while, take it out and take the photo
fairly quickly as it will sweat and be non-reflective for a short while and look
like you want it to on a photo. But avoid fingerprints!
● You can purchase from a professional photo supplier an aerosol of Dulling
Spray, which you can use to create a similar effect very easily and effectively.
The effect lasts as long as you need. It is in reality a fine grease which easily
wipes off afterwards.
I used to use all these methods a lot as I did much photography of antique
silverware and other fine valuables, which had to be first class for posh auction
catalogues etc.”
●

Coincidentally, I noticed that retailers can have the same problem! The
following is a comment from a web page on the Morse Express (USA) website:
“A note about the photography--that much chrome is tough to photograph!
What may appear to be smears or blotches in the photographs are often
reflections, and sometimes diagonal lines result in a jagged or “aliased”
appearance. Please rest assured, the base of each GHD chrome key has a superb
mirror-finish, at a time when OSHA and EPA restrictions have made good chrome
plating almost impossible in the US.”
K4VIZ Tom, proprietor of VIZ KEY, has closed his keymaking business. He writes on his website:
“Yes, well, I’m turning 70 in a few weeks. I’ve had a
great run the last 9 years and 900 units and the key
business has grown such that I was working 3 to 5 hours a
day. VIZKEY caught on and
Possibly Tom’s
turned into a nearly full time most famous key
job instead of a part time
is his iconic VIZ
hobby. I’m getting tired
Vertical bug.
(plus some health issues) and Modelled after a
am supposed to be RE-tired!! design by John
I really appreciate the
Marachini
support I’ve gotten over the years and do hope my Merrick,
VE3AUB/VE3AWA, the key
products have brought joy and fun to my
can achieve an amazing
customers. I’ve always tried my best to offer
range of speeds from around
quality keys and the very best customer service. I
will continue to warranty my keys for as long as my 12–30 wpm without the
need for additional weights.
health allows me to play in my shop.”
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G0KOK Peter writes:
“My radio club—Dover ARC—held its annual rally on
Sunday 16�� March. One of the stall holders was John Joll
G0TQT. I had never met John until Sunday and have no
connection commercially with him. He sells a very nice dust
cover to fit the Vibroplex RSGB Centenary Key; the quality of
the covers is superb. I bought one without hesitation at
£25.00 (see picture)—a must if you have one of the 250 keys
that were produced (my key is #50).
Contact details for John G0TQT:
Email: mxm_iom@yahoo.co.uk Mob. 07989272548 Tel. 01752 669494”
The RSGB is keen to remind UK licensees that they must revalidate their licence
with Ofcom at least every 5 years; they say that only 60% of licences have been
revalidated so far. (Confusion has been caused by it being called a “lifetime
licence”—something of a misnomer).
Revalidation can be done via the Ofcom website at services.ofcom.org.uk or by
emailing amateur.validations@ofcom.org.uk.
Ofcom provide a 2-page leaflet giving guidance on using their licensing website,
available from here: tinyurl.com/lsuserguide.
MM0HJX Carl writes:
“I am a new start up company and am based in Edinburgh. I build
Morse keys and sell them in kit form for the customers to assemble.
I am targeting newcomers to the hobby as well as experienced
operators and feel passionate about keeping this part of the hobby alive.
My website is www.edinburghmorsekits.com”
Carl is offering 10 people chosen at random a free EMK-1 twin paddle iambic key
for subscribing by email prior to his website going live!
G4MZL Eddie writes:
“Little bit of
nostalgia; this is
where I took my
Morse test—
"ILFRACOMBE COAST
RADIO STATION".
Part way through the
test the Radio Officer
said “This is Edxepleletetive
d
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ridiculous. Let’s have a drink.” The reason was because I was an ex RN sparker
and had previously been a ship/shore operator at Cape Town Radio, also known
as Kommeije, on the South African coast.
I am interested in all history dealing with radio stations and merchant ships,
even though I am ex RN; I suppose it comes from being a ship/shore operator.”
G3ZRJ Tony sent in the two photographs of his bug keys.

The key on the left is a MacElroy. Tony writes:
“I really enjoy using it. It is more a carthorse compared to the feeling of, say, a
Vibroplex Original Deluxe. However, it is much easier to use at lower speeds; I
can get down to about 12 wpm with both weights fitted. (My old J36 with
original weight starts at about 25 wpm-Ish.) I value the Mac as I do enjoy having
slow speed contacts with new ops and improvers.
I understand that the T-shaped bar on the MacElroy allowed it to be turned on
its side and used as a straight key; not had this confirmed but it seems
reasonable.”
Tony describes the key on the right as follows:
“My J36 made from parts of three different ‘scrap’ keys. It’s not pretty but
works nicely. The extra weight is from a Japanese ‘coffin bug’.”
73 de QUA@fists.co.uk

Marconi SWB8 Transmitter Revisited

Pol G3HAL, #8367

Thanks to Pol for writing in with more information and a correction concerning
the magnificent Marconi SWB8 shown in the Summer 2013 Key Note (I hadn’t
appreciated the unit was a complete transmitter). Also thanks to Phil Vabre from
the Australian Airways Museum for supplying the new photograph.
The transmitter as shown is complete except for its power unit, which lived in a
separate cabinet of almost the same size. The lower half of the transmitter rack,
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on the right-hand side, comprised the frequency
generation gear. The controls were hidden behind
shutters—see the photograph on the right.
At the bottom is the VFO tuned circuit in a sealed can
about 6 inches diameter and 12 inches long. Above it are
two valves which completed a Franklin oscillator which
had a quoted stability of 1 in 20,000. Then there was a
buffer amplifier followed by 3 (?) tunable multipliers.
With plug-in coils they could multiply their input
frequencies by 1, 2 or 3 as required to get an output
frequency range of 2 to 18 Mc/s from an oscillator with a
range of 1.0 to 1.5 Mc/s. (I hope that my memory hasn’t
taken me too far astray.) An output buffer stage
supplied input power to the PA driver stage, and in the
SWB8E, except for the two VFO valves, all were 807
tetrodes.
The PA driver valve, which is missing in the photo, sat in

the compartment
below the PA.
It used a valve of the
same type as the PAs
(ACT9's I think) and it
sat on its anode in
the ring supported
on three ceramic
insulators which are
clearly visible in the
photo. The anodes,
shiny in the photo,
were black to help
dissipate heat.
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Dennis K6DF, FISTS Awards Manager,
is a fire volunteer. He’s pictured here
while working on the Fire Service’s
annual toy collection.
P.S. Don’t be fooled—it’s the rig that
is enormous and not Dennis that is
small! HI.

Club Sales
Enamelled Club badges
£2 inc. UK delivery

Leather Key Ring
£2 inc. UK delivery

Vinyl car window stickers £1 inc. UK delivery.
Note: these are printed in reverse so they
can be stuck on the inside of a window.

Standard QSL Cards £8.50 for
100 cards inc. UK delivery

FISTS CW Course £3.50 inc. UK delivery / £4.50 inc. delivery to UK & Europe. DX please ask!
The FISTS CW Course is a Morse code training package suitable for
beginners and improvers. It comprises:
· The well-known K7QO course on CD to learn the code (including
files containing the texts sent).
· Two practice CDs made by our own Mary G0NZA, which are great
for people that want to improve from the 12 wpm level.
· An A5 booklet with forty-odd pages that includes all the texts for
Mary’s disks.
This package is a real help to anyone who is learning Morse code and we are very happy
to be able to offer it. (Thanks to Chuck K7QO and Mary G0NZA for allowing FISTS to
produce these disks.)
Ordering Orders for club Items can be paid for by cheque drawn on a UK bank made
out to FISTS or PayPal to sales@fists.co.uk. (For credit or debit card, see the website.)
P����� include your name, address and details of what you are ordering !
If sending a cheque, write your member number and callsign on the back.
Anne Webb, 40 Links Road, Penn, Wolverhampton WV4 5RF
sales@fists.co.uk
Tel. +44 (0)1902 338973

